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Abstract

As the period of big data comes, researchers focus their eyes on novel types of data, such as streaming data and spatio-temporal data. GPS trajectory data as one of these kinds of novel data becomes more attractive than before. Since mining of trajectory data has different characteristics from traditional transaction data mining research, trajectory mining has attracted a great deal of attention for recent years. Flock pattern mining is one of the trajectory data mining topic introduced by Gudmundsson et al. in 2006. Flock patterns are a class of spatio-temporal patterns that represent a group of moving objects which are close to each other in a given time segment. They are useful in detecting a group of highly correlated entities combining spatio-temporal features.

In flock pattern mining, however, a huge number of redundant patterns with shorter lengths and fewer occurrences can be generated, which may degenerate the efficiency and comprehensiveness. One of the possible approach to this problem is to find only a subset of representative patterns rather than all patterns. To overcome these difficulties, in this thesis, we introduce the classes of length-maximal and size-maximal flock patterns. Then, we devise efficient mining algorithms that find these classes of flock patterns from large trajectory data. Particularly, we present a variety of depth-first mining algorithms based on pattern-growth approach [66] for finding maximal flock patterns, which are efficient in terms of both time and space.

In Chapter 3, we focus on mining of rightward length-maximal flock patterns. A
rightward length-maximal flock pattern (RFP, for short) is such a maximal flock pattern that cannot be extended rightward further without changing their occurrences. After introducing a basic algorithm FPM (Flock Pattern Miner), we present a depth-first algorithm RFPM (Rightward-maximal Flock Pattern Miner) for finding all RFPM patterns with given radius, and then a faster algorithm G-RFPM that uses a geometric index for data points to speed-up the search for RFPs.

In Chapter 4, we extended the results in Chapter 3 for the class of two-sided length-maximal flock patterns. Introduction of RFPs eliminates some redundant patterns with the same start points, while it may still include other shorter patterns with the different start points. To exclude these redundancy, we introduce the class of two-sided length-maximal flock patterns (MFP, for short), which is a maximal flock pattern that cannot be extended either leftward or rightward. Consequently, we see that the number of MFPs is no more than the number of RFPs in any trajectory data. For mining MFPs, we first present the algorithm FPM-M (FPM for Maximal Patterns) based on rejection of redundant patterns. Next, we present faster algorithms FPM-MP (FPM-M with Partition), which is based on recursive partition of patterns, and FPM-MG (FPM-M with Geometric Index) with a spatial index. All algorithms find all length-maximal flock patterns with given radius appearing in trajectory data.

In Chapter 5, we study size-maximal flock pattern mining problem. We present an algorithm DFM (Depth-First Miner) for mining a subclass of size-maximal envelope patterns, called size-maximal and rightward length-maximal flock patterns (RSFPs, for short), under given constraints from an input trajectory database. In reality, the algorithm works on equivalent representation of size-maximal and rightward length-maximal flock patterns, called rightward length-maximal envelope patterns (REVPs). The algo-
Algorithm combines depth-first search, efficient closure computation, and hash-based duplication check to achieve complete mining of all RSFPs.

Finally, we conclude this thesis and discuss future researches in Chapter 6. In summary, we studied the problem of mining various notions of maximal flock patterns, and presented efficient depth-first mining algorithm that find all maximal patterns in an input trajectory database for these classes of patterns. In experiments on artificial and real trajectory data, our algorithms were correctly and efficiently find all flock patterns.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Data mining has become so important today. It is developed well in the last twenty years. As the period of big data comes, researchers focus their eyes on novel types of data, such as streaming data and temporal-spatial data.

Especially, it is challenging to mine complex spatio-temporal patterns from massive geographic data streams due to their continuous nature, and has attracted much attention for the last decade in the area of data mining, computational geometry, and geographic information systems [32, 50, 51, 95].

Trajectory data mining is an rapidly developing topic in the areas of data mining and query processing. It aims at discovering groups of trajectories based on their proximity in either a spatial or a spatio-temporal sense.
1.2 Scope of this thesis

Since it is difficult to use traditional methods to mine patterns from trajectory data, we have introduced the definition of flock pattern (FP, for short) [35] and study a mining problem for closed and constrained flock patterns. FP is composed of a pair of a trajectory set and a time interval. Using the definition of FP, there can be potentially a huge number of similar patterns. Particularly, the shorter patterns may be included in longer patterns. There is the similar problem for flock pattern given by [91]. To overcome this problem, we first introduce the definition of rightward length-maximal flock pattern (RFP, for short), and study a mining problem for constrained RFPs.

In Chapter 3, we focus on pattern-growth approach for the mining the class of rightward length-maximal flock patterns (RFP), where our purpose is to make complete mining of all patterns that satisfy a given constraint in an input database. For the purpose, we have been developing our algorithm FPM for complete mining of flock patterns [10], the first pure pattern-growth style algorithm. Particularly, this chapter focuses on two extensions of FPM, called RFPM and G-RFPM. The former RFPM finds a class of closed patterns, called rightward length-maximal flock patterns, while the latter G-RFPM uses speed-up technique using a geometric index [10]. We implemented the basic and the improved algorithms above based on pattern-growth mining approach. To evaluate these extensions, we then ran experiments on implanted synthesis datasets. The experiments demonstrate that both of extensions significantly improve on the efficiency of the original algorithm FPM in a wide range of parameter settings.

In Chapter 4, we consider the mining problem for mining the class of two side length maximal flock pattern (MFP, for short). However, RFP still may includes other shorter patterns. Because the shorter patterns may share the same end position in the right
of pattern, the start position on the left may follow the start position of longer RFP. To reduce these redundant shorter patterns, we extend the definition of RFP to present two-sided extension length-maximal flock pattern. In this chapter, we present a variety of depth-first mining algorithms for the two-sided extension length-maximal flock pattern enumeration problem. This flock pattern is two-sided extension longest pattern. Thus, shorter patterns could not be included in the longest patterns. As a result, the number of patterns is fewer.

We introduce the algorithm FPM-MP. It finds all two-sided extension length-maximal flock patterns in $O(dkn)$ time per pattern $P$ using $O(dm^2)$ additional space.

We also show that a modified algorithm FPM-MG with practical speed-up technique using spatial indexes. By simple average-case analysis, it finds all $r$-MFPs in $O(dk)$ time per pattern on average using $O(n \log^{d-1} n)$ space and $O(N \log^d n)$ preprocessing for databases of uniform randomly generated transactions when the density of points and radius parameter are constant. We can extend the above results to $L_2$-metric for any fixed dimension $d = O(1)^1$.

Since the time per solution is exact, but not amortized, the algorithms have polynomial delay and space complexity in the input size. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result concerning to such polynomial delay and space algorithms for complete mining of maximal-duration flock patterns in a trajectory database for every $d \geq 2$.

We ran experiments on synthetic data to compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithms and the previous flock pattern mining algorithm BFE (Vieira et al. [91]) for non-maximal-duration flock patterns. The results showed that the introduction of maximal-duration patterns and speed-up techniques were effective to improve the per-

---

1This is done by using linear time minimum enclosing ball computation by Megiddo [59].
formance, and that the proposed algorithms were much faster than BFE and our basic versions. We also ran experiments on real typhoon trajectory data. **FPM-R-G** could find all RFPs from 320 typhoon trajectory data. We affirm that it is useful for real trajectory data.

In Chapter 5, we introduce the rightward size-maximal flock patterns from trajectory data and study a mining problem for the class rightward size-maximal and length-maximal flock patterns (RSFPs). We also introduce its equivalent representation, called rightward length-maximal envelope patterns (REVP).

An REVP is composed of a list of minimum bounding rectangles and a time interval. We could compute RSFPs from REVPs. And REVP is convenient to find size-maximal flock patterns. With the definition of REVP, there can be potentially infinitely many similar patterns for the continuous nature of space domain. To overcome this problem, we present a procedure that recovers a rightward longest, and most-specific EVP from the current candidate of its cover set. As a main result, we present an efficient algorithm DFM that, given maximum width $\theta$, minimum length $\ell$, and minimum frequency $\sigma$, finds all length-maximal REVPs with width $\leq \theta$, length $\geq \ell$, and frequency $\geq \sigma$ in a trajectory database. In addition, we present an algorithm that converts a discovered REVP into the equivalent RSFP. Consequently, the algorithm combines depth-first search, efficient closure computation, and hash-based duplication check to achieve complete mining of all RSFPs.

Finally, we conclude this thesis and discuss future researches in Chapter 6.
1.3 Contributions of this thesis

In this thesis, we aim at finding all length-maximal closed flock patterns. To solve this problem, we present and extend the definitions of patterns. And we introduce the basic algorithm and improve it.

Our contributions are the following:

General data mining

Trajectory data mining is different from traditional data mining. We introduce the definition of rightward size-maximal flock pattern for this novel data mining problem. But we find that there are many redundant patterns included in longer RSFP patterns. To solve this problem, we first present rightward length-maximal closed pattern. Then we extend the definition to two sides extension pattern, two-sided extension length-maximal flock pattern.

Mining closed pattern problem

We first design DFM algorithm. It could find all longest closed rightward size-maximal flock patterns without duplication patterns. But the efficiency is low. To improve this algorithm, we design FPM and RFPM algorithms for mining RFP pattern. Using geometric index, we present G-RFPM to speed up RFPM algorithm. Then we design FPM-M and FPM-MP algorithms for mining two-sided extension length-maximal flock patterns. We also use geometric index to design FPM-MG. The efficiency of FPM-MP and FPM-MG algorithms are both high.

Finally, we note that the contents of this thesis was partly presented in the conference papers [28–30] and a journal paper [31].
1.4 Related work

In this section, we first introduce researches of traditional frequent itemset data mining. When we study trajectory data mining, we adopt some thinking from frequent itemset data mining, such as the depth first approach, the pattern-growth approach and pruning for search space reduction and so on. Then we introduce studies about trajectory data mining. Finally, we introduce researches about flock pattern mining.

1.4.1 Traditional frequent itemset data mining researches

The Apriori algorithm for frequent itemset mining was presented by [6]. It is important for association rule mining which was first proposed by [3]. Mannila et al. [58] developed a variation of the algorithm using a similar pruning heuristic. Agrawal et al. [4] combined these works later. A method for generating association rules from frequent itemsets was described in [6].

There are variations of Apriori in the following. Park et al. [63] used hash tables to improve association mining efficiency. Savasere et al. [76] proposed the partitioning technique. Toivonen [88] discussed the sampling approach. A dynamic itemset counting approach was given in [18]. An efficient incremental updating of mined association rules was proposed by [26]. [5,26,64] studied parallel and distributed association data mining under the Apriori framework. Zaki et al. [98] proposed another parallel association mining method, which explores itemset clustering using a vertical database layout.

FP-growth [39], a pattern-growth approach for mining frequent itemsets without candidate generation, had been proposed as alternatives to the Apriori-based approach. Han et al. [67] proposed an exploration of hyper structure mining of frequent patterns, called H-Mine. A method that integrates top-down and bottom-up traversal of FP-trees in
pattern-growth mining was proposed [56]. Grahne and Zhu [34] proposed an array-based implementation of prefix-tree structure for efficient pattern growth mining. Eclat, an approach for mining frequent itemsets by exploring the vertical data format, was proposed by Zaki [99]. Agarwal et al. [1] proposed a depth-first generation of frequent itemsets by a tree projection technique. Sarawagi et al. [75] studied an integration of association mining with relational database systems.

Pasquier et al. [65] proposed the mining of frequent closed itemsets. They introduced an Apriori-based algorithm called A-Close for such mining. Pei et al. [68] proposed an efficient closed itemset mining algorithm, called CLOSET, based on the frequent pattern growth method. CHARM by Zaki and Hsiao [100] developed a compact vertical TID list structure called diffset. It records only the difference in the TID list of a candidate pattern from its prefix pattern. A fast hash-based approach was also used in CHARM to prune nonclosed patterns. CLOSET+ by Wang et al. [92] integrated previously proposed effective strategies as well as newly developed techniques such as hybrid tree-projection and item skipping. Liu et al. [55] introduced a method, called AFOPT, that explores a right push operation on FP-trees during the mining process. FPClose by Grahne and Zhu [34] was a prefix-tree-based algorithm integrated with array representation, for mining closed itemsets using a pattern-growth approach.

Pan et al. [62] proposed CARPENTER, a method for finding closed patterns in long biological data sets, which integrates the advantages of vertical data formats and pattern growth methods. Bayardo [15] first studied mining max-patterns, where MaxMiner, an Apriori-based, level-wise, breadth-first search method, was proposed to find max-itemset by performing superset frequency pruning and subset infrequency pruning for search space reduction. MAFIA, another efficient method, developed by Burdick et al. [20], used
vertical bitmaps to compress TID lists, thus improving the counting efficiency. Goethals et al. [33] reported a FIMI (Frequent Itemset Mining Implementation) workshop dedicated to implementation methods for frequent itemset mining.

Mining interesting rules has been studied by many researchers. The interesting strong association rules was discussed in Chen et al. [23]; Brin et al. [17]; and Aggarwal and Yu [2], which cover several interestingness measures, including lift. An efficient method for generalizing associations to correlations was given in Brin et al. [17]. Brin et al. [18] and Ahmed et al. [7] proposed other alternatives to the support-confidence framework for assessing the interestingness of association rules.

Imielinski et al. [40] proposed a method for mining strong gradient relationships among itemsets. Silverstein et al. [77] studied the problem of mining causal structures over transaction databases. Some comparative studies of different interestingness measures were done by Hilderman and Hamilton [HH01]. Tan et al. [81] introduced the notion of null transaction invariance, together with a comparative analysis of interestingness measures. Omiecinski [61] and Lee et al. [52] studied the use of all confidence as a correlation measure for generating interesting association rules. Wu et al. [93] studied the Kulczynski measure for associative patterns and performed a comparative analysis of a set of measures for pattern evaluation.

1.4.2 Flock pattern mining

There are two lines of researches on trajectory mining: trajectory clustering [13, 51] and disk-based trajectory pattern mining [16, 32, 50]. The study of flock pattern mining started in the latter context [16, 36, 50]. Gudmundsson and van Kreveld [35] showed that the problem of finding at least one length-maximum \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\)-flock pattern is NP-
hard, while they gave an efficient 2-approximation algorithm, although it does not make complete enumeration of all flock patterns. Benkert et al. [16] proposed an $(2 + \varepsilon)$ approximation algorithm for fixed-length flock patterns, whose running time is polynomial in $\gamma$ and $\frac{1}{\varepsilon}$, but exponential in the length $\beta$ of a pattern, thus not polynomial delay. In addition, Cabrera et al. [72] analyzed the performance of flock pattern algorithms. Ulanbek et al. [89] developed an improved algorithm for mining such patterns following a frequent pattern discovery approach, a well-known task in traditional data mining.

Most closely related work is the work by Vieira, Bakakov, and Tsotras [91], who took pattern mining approach at the first time. They presented an efficient algorithm BFE with variations that finds all $(\alpha, \beta, \gamma)$-flock patterns by systematically combining discovered clusters by depth-first search using the idea of intersection. This seems to be one of the first paper that take pattern mining approach for flock patterns. They also introduced the use of geometric constraints and spatial index for mining. However, it is not polynomial space algorithm since it uses tabulation to avoid duplicated patterns.

Recently, Romero [71] presented in his Master’s thesis an interesting approach of solving a flock pattern mining by reduction to frequent pattern mining, where he used LCM algorithm [90] to solve the converted problem. However, its scalability seems to need improvement.

There have been a number of existing researches on finding flock patterns in a given trajectory database [16, 35, 50]. Unfortunately, however, most of these works deals with detection of one or more flock patterns as pattern search problem, not as pattern mining problem except few work (e.g., Vieira et al. [91]).
1.4.3 Other researches

Mining tasks on trajectories

The term trajectory pattern mining covers many different types of patterns. They can be mined from trajectory data [38]. Consequently, the concepts and techniques underlying trajectory pattern discovery are classified by according to a variety of aspects [79].

Two typical mining tasks on trajectories are clustering and join. Clustering aims at discovering groups of similar objects from a single trajectory collection. A join is a specific operation that computes pairs of similar objects from two trajectory collections [102].

Clustering of trajectories Clustering is the process of organizing objects into groups so that the members of a group are similar. It is a fundamental concept in data mining, due to its wide spectrum of applications.

Trajectory join Some trajectory patterns are defined and computed by means of join queries. Given two data sets, spatio-temporal joins find pairs of elements from the sets which satisfy the given predicate [24, 41]. For example, Tao et al. [86] show how join queries are processed by using the time-parameterized methods [78, 82, 85].

The close-pair join [87] finds all object pairs \((o_1, o_2)\) from \(P_1 \times P_2\) with distance \(D\tau(o_1, o_2) \leq e\) within a time interval \(\tau\), where \(e\) is a user-specified distance. Planesweep techniques [73, 103] have been proposed for evaluating spatio-temporal joins. The trajectory join [14] aims at retrieving all pairs of similar trajectories in two data sets.

Granularity of trajectory patterns

The granularity of a trajectory pattern can be characterized by the time interval and the number of objects which are included in the pattern.
Individual patterns  Individual trajectory pattern retrieval [37,42,74] relates to whether a set of individual trajectories are retrieved that satisfy a pattern specified in query.

Group patterns  Group trajectory pattern discovery [19,36,43] also relates whether sets of trajectories are retrieved so that the trajectories in a set exhibit a similar pattern according to some specific notion of pattern. The discovery of group patterns may enable different forms of sharing among the objects who have similar trajectories. This class of patterns include concurrence [47], trend-setter [47], flock [16,35,36], leadership [8,9], convergence [16], encounter [16], convoy [43], and swarm [53].

Relative motion patterns

It is challenging to explore and compare motion events of individuals and groups of individuals. To facilitate trajectory data analysis, the analysis concept RElative MOtion (REMO) by Laube et al. [46,48–50] enables the identification of similar movements in a collection of trajectory datasets.

Temporal constraints: periodicity

In the our daily life, various type of objects periodic movement patterns. Periodic pattern mining of trajectory data concerns the discovery of periodic object behavior [54,57]. For example, objects that follow the same routes over regular time intervals. These periodic patterns provide an insight into, and concise explanation of, periodic behaviors across long movement histories. Periodic patterns are also useful for compressing movement data [21].
Spatial constraints: movement on spatial networks

Many types of objects move in a spatial network, such as a road network. Since those objects are always located somewhere in the networks, raw trajectory data is typically modeled as or transformed to network-based trajectories, e.g., edge sequences in a road network graph [25, 44, 101].

Trajectory Indexes

In our study on trajectory mining algorithms, we use spatial index to speed up our basic algorithms. So in this section we introduce some trajectory index researches. There are mainly three index approaches. The first is to use any multidimensional access method like R-tree indexes with augmentation in temporary dimensions such as 3D R-tree [70], or STR-tree [70]. The second approach uses multiversion structures, such as MR-tree [94], HR-tree [60], HR+-tree [83], and MV3R-tree [84]. The third approach divides the spatial dimension into grids, and then builds a separate temporal index for each grid. This category includes SETI [22], and MTSB-tree [103]. Other indexes, like [80] used, to update a large number of moving objects in a system.
Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we introduce basic definitions and notation that are used in this thesis. Based on these definitions, we introduce the class of flock patterns, and its extensions including the classes of length-maximal and size-maximal flock patterns. Finally, we define the flock pattern mining problems.

2.1 Basic definitions

\(\mathbb{N} = \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}\) and \(\mathbb{R}\) denote the sets of all natural and real numbers, respectively. For any \(i, j \in \mathbb{N}\) \((i \leq j)\) and any \(a, b \in \mathbb{R}\) \((a \leq b)\), we define the intervals \([i..j] = \{i, \ldots, j\}\). \([a, b] = \{x \in \mathbb{R} \mid a \leq x \leq b\}\). For a set \(A\), \(A^*\) denotes the set of all possibly empty sequence over \(A\). For a sequence \(s = a_1, \ldots, a_n\) of \(n\) elements from \(A\), we define \(|s| = n\), \(s[i] = a_i\), and \(s[i..j] = a_ia_{i+1}\ldots a_j\). The empty sequence is denoted by \(\varepsilon\).

A point in \(\mathbb{R}^2\) is a pair \(p = (x, y) = (p.x, p.y) \in \mathbb{R}^2\). For a rectangle \(R = [x_0, x_1] \times [y_0, y_1]\) in \(\mathbb{R}^2\), the width of \(R\) is given by \(\text{width}(R) = \max\{|x_1 - x_0|, |y_1 - y_0|\}\). For a set \(S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2\) of points, let \(S_x\) and \(S_y\) be the sets of all x- and y-coordinates of the points in \(S\). The minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) containing \(S\) is given by \(\text{MBR}(S) = [x_0, x_1] \times [y_0, y_1]\), where \(z_0 = \min S_z\) and \(z_1 = \max S_z\) for every \(z \in \{x, y\}\). If \(S = \emptyset\), then
$\text{MBR}(S) = \emptyset$, too.

**Lemma 1.** Let $S$ be any set of points. any rectangle $R$ in $\mathbb{R}^2$,

- $\text{MBR}(R \cap S) \subseteq R$,

- $X \subseteq Y$ implies $\text{MBR}(X) \subseteq \text{MBR}(Y)$,

- $\text{MBR}(\hat{R} \cap S) = \hat{R}$ for $\hat{R} = \text{MBR}(R \cap S)$.

Let $(A, \leq)$ is a partially ordered set. The *greatest lower bound* (GLB) of a subset $X \subseteq A$ is the element $\hat{x} \in A$ that satisfies the following (i) and (ii):

- i $\hat{x} \leq y$ for any $y \in X$ (a lowerbound of $X$), and

- ii for any $x \in A$, if $x$ is a lowerbound of $X$ then $x \leq \hat{x}$ holds.

### 2.2 Trajectory databases

#### 2.2.1 Two-dimensional discrete trajectories

Let $A = \mathbb{R}^2$ and $T = \mathbb{N}$ be the domains of 2-dim points and discrete time stamps, respectively. For a 2-dim point (a point) $p = (x, y) \in A$, we denote its x- and y-coordinates by $p.x = x$ and $p.y = y$. A *time stamp* is an element $t \in T$.

In this section, we give our model of trajectory data according to Benkert et al. [16]. Let $m, n \geq 0$ be any non-negative integers. For some integers $n$ and $T \geq 1$, we denote by $\mathbb{O} = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $\mathbb{T} = [1, T] = \{1, \ldots, T\}$ the domains of all moving objects and all time points, respectively. Let $\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_T$ be specified time steps with $\tau_{j-1} < \tau_j$ for every $j > 1$. 
2.2.2 Trajectory databases

Let $n$ and $T \geq 1$ are pre-determined nonnegative integers, which indicate the number of moving objects and the maximum value for discrete time stamps, respectively. Let $\mathbb{R}^2$ be the 2-dimensional continuous space, or the plane.

A trajectory database on the space domain $\mathbb{R}^2$ and the time domain $T$ is a finite set

$$S = \{ s_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, n \} \subseteq (\mathbb{R}^2)^T$$

(2.1)

of the trajectories for $n$ moving objects $o_1, \ldots, o_n$, where for every $i = 1, \ldots, n$,

- the index $i$, called the trajectory ID, is drawn from a set of $n$ identifiers $ID = \{1, \ldots, n\}$,
- the $i$-th trajectory $s_i$ is a sequence

$$s_i = s_i[1] \cdots s_i[T] \in (\mathbb{R}^2)^T$$

of $T$ points on the 2-dimensional space $\mathbb{R}^2$ such that its $t$-th point is $s_i[t] = (p_i^t)_{t=1}^T = (x_i^t, y_i^t) \in \mathbb{R}^2$.

In the case for either an unevenly sampled sequence $\hat{s}_i$, or a continuous function $\hat{s}_i : [0, \infty) \to \mathbb{R}^2$ as in real trajectory data, we simply transform it to an evenly sampled trajectory $s_i = (p_i^j)_{j=1}^n$ by sampling $n$ consecutive points from $\hat{s}$ at the specified time steps $1, \ldots, T$. We also assume that $\emptyset$, $S$, $n$, and $T$ are fixed, otherwise stated.

**Example 1.** In Fig. 2.1, we show an example of a trajectory database $S$, which consists of five trajectories of length $T = 7$.

For example, GPS-trajectories of wild animals, walking people with Wifi device, Probe car data (or floating car data) are instances of such trajectory databases.
Figure 2.1: A 2-dim envelope pattern $P_1 = ((R_1, R_2, R_3), 3, 5)$ in $\mathbb{R}^2$ containing three moving objects 2, 3, 4 at time steps $t_3, t_4, t_5$ in $I = [t_3..t_5]$ in a set of trajectories, where $R_1, R_2,$ and $R_3$ are rectangles with width $\leq \theta$. This envelope pattern is not closed since the rectangular regions are not minimum bounding rectangles of their members.
2.2.3 Geometric indices

We can show that any trajectory $i$ in $ID$ must be contained in the rectangle $R = R(c, 2r)$ of size $2r \times 2r$ given by

$$R(c, 2r) = [x-r, x+r] \times [y-r, y+r] \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2,$$  

(2.2)

where $x = p.x$, and $y = p.y$.

A spatial index, such as quad tree or range tree [27], compactly stores a set $U \subseteq D$ of points supporting the range query

$$U.Range(R) \triangleq U \cap R \subseteq U$$  

(2.3)

in sub-linear time.

2.3 Classes of flock patterns

2.3.1 The class FP of flock patterns

For trajectory databases, we introduce the class $\mathcal{FP}$ of spatio-temporal patterns, called flock patterns. Formally, the class of flock patterns is defined as follows.

The basic idea behind a flock pattern is that a highly correlated group of objects travel together within a small neighbor during a certain length of time [35].

**Definition 1** (FP). For any integers $m, k \geq 1$ and real number $r > 0$, an $(m, k, r)$-flock pattern (or a flock pattern, for short) [35] is a pair $P = (X, I) = (X, [b, e])$ of a set $X \subseteq \mathbb{O}$ of moving objects and a time interval $I = [b, e] \subseteq T$, $1 \leq b \leq e \leq T$ such that

(i) $X$ consists of at least $m$ moving objects,

(ii) the duration of $I$, $\text{len}(I) = e - b + 1$, is at least $k$, and
(iii) for every time point \( t \) within \( I \), there exists some disk with radius \( r \) that contains the locations of all \( m \) objects.

For a flock pattern \( P = (X, I) \), we denote by \( P.set = X \) the \textit{set of moving objects}, by \( P.span = I \) the \textit{duration}, by \( P.start = b \) the \textit{start time}, by \( P.end = e \) the \textit{end time}, by \( \text{len}(P) = \text{len}(I) = e - b + 1 \) the \textit{length}, and by \( \text{size}(P) = |P.set| \) the \textit{size} of \( P \). We also define the \textit{width} of \( P \) as follows, which plays an important role. For the trajectory database \( S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \) and any \( t \in I \), we denote the set of all location points at time point \( t \) for all moving objects in \( X \) by

\[
S[X][t] = \{ s_i[t] \mid i \in X \} \subseteq D.
\] (2.4)

We call this set the \textit{snapshot} of \( P \) at time \( t \). For any \( t \in I \), the minimum radius of such an enclosing disk that contains all points of \( X \) at time point \( t \) is called the \textit{width of \( P \) at time \( t \)}. Then, the \text{width} of \( P \), denoted by \( \text{width}(P) \), is the maximum of the width of \( P \) over all \( t \in I \). If \( \text{rad}(U) \) denotes by the radius of point set \( U \), we can write

\[
\text{width}(P) = \max_{t \in I} \text{rad}(S[X][t]) \geq 0.
\] (2.5)

Sometimes, we denote \(||P||_{\infty}^S\) the \textit{width}(\( P \)) of \( P \). By definition, an \((m, k, r)\)-flock pattern is a pair \( P = (X, I) \) with \( X \subseteq \emptyset \) and \( I \subseteq \mathbb{T} \) such that \( \text{size}(P) \geq m \), \( \text{len}(P) \geq k \), and \( \text{width}(P) \leq r \).

We also refer to the object set \( X \) as an \((m, k, r)\)-\textit{flock pattern} in a time interval \( I \). If one of the parameters is *, this means that there is no constraint on the parameter. For example, a \((*, *, r)\)-flock pattern represents those flock patterns with width \( \leq r \), but no restriction on their size and length. We refer to such a pattern as an \textit{r-flock pattern}.

The \textit{diameter} of a set \( A = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) of points, denoted by \(||A||_{\infty}\), is the maximum
$L_\infty$-distance between any two points in $A$, defined by

$$
||A||_\infty = \max_{p,p' \in A} L_\infty(p,p').
$$

(2.6)

The width $||A||_\infty$ of a set $A$ is always nonnegative, and equals zero if and only if $A$ consists of a single point. We can show that $||A||_\infty$ is linear time computable in $n = |A|$ on $\mathbb{R}^2$. For any $d \geq 2$, $||A||_\infty$ can be computed $O(dn)$ time in $\mathbb{R}^d$, which is still linear in $n$ for fixed $d$.

Actually, we have the next lemma.

**Lemma 2.** The width of $P$ can be computed by Algorithm 1 in $O(m\ell)$ time, where $m = \text{size}(P)$ is the size of $P$ and $\ell = \text{len}(P)$ is the length of $P$.

**Algorithm 1** Computing the width $\text{size}(P)$ of a flock pattern $P = (X, [b, e])$ in a database $S = \{ s_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, n \}$

1: \textit{width} $\leftarrow 0$;

2: \textbf{for} $t \leftarrow b, b+1, \ldots, e$ \textbf{do}

3: \hspace{1cm} $S_t \leftarrow \{ s_i[t] \mid i \in X \}$; \hspace{1cm} \textit{the} $t$-th slice

4: \hspace{1cm} \textit{width} $\leftarrow \max\{\textit{width}, ||S_t||_\infty\}$;

5: \textbf{end for}

6: \textbf{return} \textit{width};

2.3.2 The class RFP of rightward length-maximal flock patterns

For a given max-width parameter $r \geq 0$, it is often useful to find only $(r, k)$-flock patterns $P = (X, [b, e])$ whose time interval $[b, e]$ are extended rightward along time line as long as possible preserving the diameter $r$ [35]. This idea of length-maximal mining is expected to reduce the number of solutions and running time than just finding all
(r, k)-patterns. In this section, we consider all (r, k)-flock patterns in a given trajectory database.

A flock pattern $P = (X, [b, e])$ is said to be a rightward length-maximal flock pattern in $S$ if its interval cannot be extended rightward without changing the width of $P$ in $S$. Formally, it is defined as follows.

**Definition 2 (RFP).** A flock pattern $P = (X, [b, e])$ in $S$ is a rightward length-maximal flock pattern (RFP, for short) if there is no other flock pattern $P' = (X, [b, e'])$ in $S$ such that

(i) $P'$ has the same ID set $X$ as $P$, and

(ii) the right end of $P'$ is strictly more larger than that of $P$.

By definition, any RFP in $S$ is an FP. However, the converse does not hold in general. Thus, we have the inclusion $\mathcal{RFP}(r, k) \subseteq \mathcal{FP}(r, k)$.

**2.3.3 The class MFP of two-sided length-maximal flock patterns**

Gudmundsson and van Kreveld [35] introduced a variant of flock pattern, called the longest-duration flock pattern as follows, with the motivation to avoid generating huge number of patterns. Given $m \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{\ast\}$ and $r \in \mathbb{R}$, an $(m, \ast, r)$-flock pattern $P$ is said to be a longest-duration $(m, \ast, r)$-flock pattern in a database $S$ if its duration is longest among all $(m, \ast, r)$-flock patterns appearing in the database $S$. They showed that the problem of finding at least one longest-duration flock pattern in a given $S$ is, unfortunately, NP-hard. This indicates that there will be no efficient algorithm to find longest-duration flock patterns in polynomial time in the input size unless $P = NP$ [35].
To overcome the computational difficulty associated to the discovery of longest-duration flock patterns above, we relax the problem by replacing the requirement for the existence for the global \textit{maximum} with the local \textit{maximal} of the duration.

Below, we given the definition of the two-sided version of length-maximal flock patterns, called maximal-duration flock patterns.

\textbf{Definition 3 (maximal-duration flock pattern).} For any real number $r > 0$, an $r$-flock pattern $F = (X, I)$ is said to be a \textit{maximal duration $r$-flock pattern} (MFP, for short) in the database $S$ if there is no other $r$-flock patterns with the same subset as $F$, but its duration properly includes the duration of $F$. Formally, $F$ is a maximal-duration $r$-flock pattern if there is no $r$-flock pattern $F' = (X', I')$ in $S$ that satisfies the conditions $X' = X$, $I \subseteq I'$, and $|I| < |I'|$.

In Chapter 4, we denote by $FP_r$ and $MFP_r$ the classes of all $r$-flock patterns and all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns in a given database $S$. Clearly, we see the inclusion $MFP_r \subseteq FP_r$, while the converse does not hold in general.

\textbf{2.3.4 The class RSFP of rightward length-maximal, size-maximal flock patterns}

In this section, we introduce the class of size-maximal flock patterns (SFP, for short), and its subclass of rightward size-maximal flock patterns (RSFP, for short). Before introducing SFPs and RSFPs, we give the definition of the class of patterns, called envelope patterns (EVP, for short) in the following. Actually an EVP is yet another representation of a SFP.

A \textit{2-dim trajectory envelope pattern} (or an \textit{envelope pattern}, EVP) of length $\ell$ in $S$ is a triple $P = (E, b, e)$, where $E = \langle R_1, \ldots, R_\ell \rangle$ is a $\ell$-tuple of 2-dim rectangular regions
in $\mathbb{R}^2$, called an *envelope*, and $b,e$ ($1 \leq b \leq e \leq T$) are indices in $[1..n]$ such that $\ell = e - b + 1$, called the *start* and *end positions* of $P$, respectively. The *width* of $P$ is $w = \max_{1 \leq j \leq \ell} \text{width}(R_j)$. We denote by $\text{start}(P) = b$, $\text{end}(P) = e$, $\text{len}(P) = \ell$, and $\text{width}(P) = w$. If $\ell = 0$, then $P_0 = (\langle \rangle, b, b)$ is the *empty pattern*, and we define $\text{len}(P_0) = 0$ and $\text{width}(P_0) = 0$.

**Example 2.** In Fig. 2.1, we show an example of an envelope pattern $P_1 = ((R_1, R_2, R_3), 3, 5)$ of length 3. We see that $P_1$ contains three moving objects 2, 3, and 4 among five objects at time steps $t_3, t_4$, and $t_5$ in interval $I = [t_3, t_5]$.

Next, we define the semantics of envelope patterns by their cover sets. For every $1 \leq i \leq n$, the $i$-th trajectory $s_i$ is *contained in* an envelope $P = (E, b, e)$ of length $\ell$ if for every $1 \leq j \leq \ell$, the $(b + j - 1)$-th point is contained in the $j$-th rectangle $R_j$, i.e., $p_{b+j-1}^i = s_i[b + j - 1] \in R_j$. In other words, $s_i$ is contained in $P$ iff the subsequence $(p_b^i, \ldots, p_{e}^i)$ is contained in the set $R_1 \times \cdots \times R_\ell$.

**Definition 4 (cover set).** For a rectangle $R \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2$, we define the cover set of $R$ at time $1 \leq t \leq T$ by $\text{Cov}_S(R, t) = \{ i \in \mathbb{N} \mid S_i[t] \in R \}$. Given an envelope pattern $P = (E, b, e)$, the cover set of $P$ in $S$ is the set $\text{Cov}_S(P)$ of objects whose trajectories belong to $E$ within interval $[b, e]$, that is,

$$\text{Cov}_S(P) = \{ i \in \mathbb{N} \mid S_i[t_j] \in R_j \text{ for all } j \in [1, \ell] \}$$

where $t_j = b + j - 1$ for every $j \in [1, \ell]$.

**Definition 5.** Given an envelope $P = (E, b, e)$, the *flock pattern* corresponding to $P$ is defined as $P' = (X_P, I_P)$ such that
\[X_P = \text{Cov}_S(P)\]

\[I_P = [b, e].\]

We use \(EV(P) = P'\) to denote the envelope pattern of \(P\). Now, we define the class of size-maximal flock pattern, SFP, in terms of envelope patterns, EVP.

**Definition 6.** A flock pattern \(P = (X, I)\) is a size-maximal flock pattern (SFP, for short) in a database \(S\) if there is no other flock pattern \(P' = (X', I')\) such that

- \(EV(P) = EV(P')\),
- \(I = I'\),
- \(X \subseteq X'\).

In the above definition, each SFP has the unique EVP. Therefore, we identify an SFP and equivalent EVP.

Next, we define the class of rightward length-maximal, size-maximal flock pattern, RSFP, using envelope patterns, EVP.

**Definition 7.** A flock pattern \(P = (X, I) = (X, [b, e])\) with length \(\ell\) is a rightward length-maximal, size-maximal flock pattern (RSFP, for short) in \(S\) if there is no other flock pattern \(P' = (X', I') = (X', [b', e'])\) with length \(\ell'\) such that

- \(EV(P) = (E, [b, e]), EV(P') = EV(E', [b', e']), \ell \geq \ell', \text{ and } R_i = R'_i \text{ hold for every } i = 1, \ldots, \ell, \text{ where } E = \langle R_1, \ldots, R_\ell \rangle \text{ and } E' = \langle R'_1, \ldots, R'_\ell \rangle.\)
- \(b = b' \text{ and } e \leq e',\)
- \(X \subseteq X'\).
Similar to RSFP defined above, we can also introduce such an EVP that cannot be extended rightward. Now, we give such a rightward length-maximal counterpart of an EVP, called a rightward length-maximal EVP as follows.

**Definition 8** (rightward length-maximal EVPs). Let $P = (E, b, e)$ be an EVP, where $E = \langle R_1, \ldots, R_\ell \rangle$ is an envelope of length $\ell$. Then, $P$ is a rightward length-maximal envelope pattern (REVP, for short) if there is no strictly longer EVP $P' = (E', b', e')$ with length $\ell' > \ell$ and the same cover set, that is, $P$ satisfies the following condition (i) and (ii):

(i) $\text{Cov}_S(P) = \text{Cov}_S(P')$.

(ii) $b = b'$, $e < e'$, and thus, $\ell < \ell'$.

In the next section, we consider the relationship between SFPs and EVPs.

### 2.4 Equivalence between the class of envelope patterns and the class of flock patterns

In this section, we show the equivalent relationship between the class of trajectory envelope patterns (EVP) and the class of flock patterns. The following lemma is essential to the discussion in this subsection.

**Lemma 3.** For any flock pattern $P = (X, I)$, the following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent each other:

(a) $P$ is a size-maximal flock pattern in $S$, and

(b) $X = \text{Cov}_S(EV(P))$. 

First, we start with the conversion from an EVP to a SFP as follows.

**Lemma 4.** Given any EVP $P = (E, b, e)$ with length $\ell$ in $S$, where $E = \langle R_1, \ldots, R_\ell \rangle$ and $\text{freq}_S(P) > 0$, we could compute a flock pattern $Q = (X, [b, e])$, which satisfies the following conditions:

1. $X = \bigcap_{j \in [1, \ell]} \text{Cov}_S(R_j, b + j - 1)$,
2. $\text{Cov}_S(P) = \text{ID}(X)$,
3. $\text{width}(Q) = \text{width}(P)$,
4. $\text{len}(Q) = \text{len}(P)$.

**Proof.** By the definition of cover set in Definition 2.4, the cover set of the EVP $P$ equals the set of IDs $X = \bigcap_{j \in [1, \ell]} \text{Cov}_S(R_j, b + j - 1)$. This satisfies conditions 1 and 2. According to definitions of width and length of EVP and flock pattern respectively, we have condition 3 and 4. Then we would show $Q$ is size-maximal flock pattern for $P$. First, we assume that there is a flock pattern $P' = (X', [b, e])$ that all the trajectories in $P'$ are contained by EVP $P$ and $X' \supseteq X$. Then we could find a trajectory $s_i$ contained in $X'$ but not contained in $X$ for some ID $i$. According to our assumption and condition 2, $s_i$ should be included by EVP $P$. By assumption, we observe that its ID $i$ is included in $X$. This contradicts the assumption. By contradiction, this shows the lemma. $\square$

**Corollary 1.** The flock pattern $Q$ which is computed from an EVP $P$ in the previous lemma 4 is also a sized-maximal flock pattern in $S'$.

Conversely, we show the conversion from a SFP to an EVP as follows.

**Lemma 5.** Given any flock pattern $P = (X, [b, e])$ in $S$, we could compute EVP $Q = (E, b, e)$, which $E = \langle R_b, \ldots, R_e \rangle$, $\ell = e - b + 1$ and $Q$ satisfies the following conditions:
1. \( R_i = MBR(S[X][i]), i = [b, e] \),

2. \( Cov_S(Q) \supseteq ID(X) \),

3. \( width(Q) = width(P) \),

4. \( len(Q) = len(P) \).

Proof. According to the definition of \( MBR(S) \) in section 2.1, we could compute \( R_i \) in condition 1. Then by the definition of cover set in section 2.1, every trajectory data included in \( X \) is also contained in \( P' \). But some trajectory data included in \( P' \) may be not in \( X \). Condition 2 is granted. According to definitions of width and length of EVP and flock pattern respectively, we have condition 3 and 4.

Based on the above lemma, in Algorithm 14, we present the algorithm EVPTOFP that computes the equivalent size-maximal flock pattern from a given EVP. For the classes of RSFPs and REVPs, we can show an equivalence between them similar to the above lemmas. However, we omit the details since it is similar to the above lemmas.

### 2.5 Flock pattern mining problems

Let \( C \in \{FP, RFP, MFP, RSFP, \ldots \} \) be any class of flock patterns and its extensions, and let \( \Theta = (r, k, m, \ldots) \) be a tuple of any parameter values on constraints. Then, we denote by \( C(\Theta) \) the class of all flock patterns within the class \( C \) with constraint \( \Theta \), that is, the class of all \( \Theta \)-flock patterns in \( C \). For example, for any positive real number \( r > 0 \), non-negative integers \( k \) and \( m \), \( FP(r, k) \), \( RFP(r, k) \), and \( MFP(r, k) \) denote the classes of all \( (r, k) \)-flock patterns, all \( (r, k) \)-rightward length-maximal flock patterns, and all \( r \)-maximal duration flock patterns (or maximal duration \( r \)-flock patterns), re-
spectively. Similarly, $\mathcal{FP}(r, k, m)$ and $\mathcal{RSFP}(r)$ denote the classes of all $(r, k, m)$-flock patterns and all size-maximal $r$-flock patterns, respectively.

Now, we state our data mining problem as follows.

**Definition 9** (flock pattern mining problem for pattern class $C$). Let $C$ be any class of flock patterns and let $\Theta$ be a tuple of any parameter values on constraints. An *input* to the problem is a tuple $(S, \Theta)$ of an input trajectory database $S$, and a tuple $\Theta$ of parameter values. Then, the *task* is to find all flock patterns $P$ in $S$ within class $C$ without repetition that satisfy the constraint specified with given $\Theta$.

In general, there are exponentially many solutions for an enumeration problem. Since there are exponentially many maximal-duration flock patterns in the number $m$ of their entities, it is natural to consider the enumeration of all of such patterns without duplicates. Thus, as a measure of efficiency of an enumeration algorithm $\mathcal{E}$, it is meaningless to measure the total running time of $\mathcal{E}$ because it is obviously exponential time even for $\mathcal{E}$ to just print out all outputs. Instead, we adopt *output-sensitive complexity* of enumeration algorithms, which has been used in analysis of algorithms in database and data mining producing large outputs [11,90].

Specifically, we evaluate the performance of a flock pattern mining algorithm $\mathcal{A}$ in terms of *enumeration algorithms* [12]. Let $N$ and $M$ be the input size and the number of patterns as solutions.

- A pattern mining algorithm $\mathcal{A}$ is said to have *polynomial delay* (poly-delay) if the delay, which is the maximum computation time between two consecutive outputs, is bounded by a polynomial $p(N)$ in $N$.

- $\mathcal{A}$ is of *polynomial space* (poly-space) if the maximum size of its working space, in
addition to that of output stream $O$, is bounded by a polynomial $p(N)$.

Our goal here is to devise an efficient enumeration algorithm that finds all flock patterns within a given class $C$ and constraint $\Theta$ in polynomial delay and polynomial space in the total size $N$ of the input database $S$.

We note that a straightforward breadth-first search algorithm with tabulation can solve the enumeration of maximal-duration flock patterns by memorizing all intermediate solutions in a table with exponential size to avoid duplicated and non-maximal answers. However, it is a challenging task to achieve output-sensitive complexity without using such an exponential size table.
Chapter 3

Depth-First Mining Algorithms for

Rightward Length-Maximal Flock Patterns

In this chapter, we present our pattern mining algorithms for flock patterns and rightward length-maximal flock patterns. We also give a speed-up technique using geometric indexes to prune redundant candidates. Then we run experiments on a trajectory dataset to examine its performance.

3.1 A basic DFS algorithm FPM for FPs

3.1.1 The algorithm

We first present a basic mining algorithm FPM (basic flock pattern miner) for FPs. In Algorithm 2 we present the algorithm FPM with its subprocedure RecFPM for mining \((r,k)\)-FPs. In the overall design of our algorithm FPM, we employ DFS (depth-first search) procedure according to pattern growth approach, as in PrefixSpan [69], Eclat [96] and LCM [90].

In DFS (or pattern growth) approach, a recursive mining procedure searches for all descendant of the current pattern from smaller to larger in depth-first manner using
backtracking. The advantage of DFS approach is that DFS miners are proven fast in main memory environment and can be easily implemented as a simple recursive procedure.

At the top-level of FPM, for each possible length \( k \in [k, T] \) no less than \( k \), it invokes the recursive subprocedure \( \text{RecFPM} \) given as arguments an initial pattern \( P_0 = (X_0, [b_0, e_0]) \) consisting of a singleton ID set \( X_0 = \{i_0\} \) and an interval \([b_0, e_0]\) for every possible combination of \( i_0 \in ID \) and \( b_0 \in [0, T] \). The end time \( e_0 \) is calculated by \( b_0 \) and \( k \).

The recursive subprocedure \( \text{RecFPM} \) is a DFS algorithm (or a backtracking algorithm) that searches the hypothesis space of all \( r \)-flock patterns with length exactly \( k \) as follow. Starting from the initial pattern \( P_0 = (X_0, [b_0, e_0]) \) consisting of a singleton ID set \( X_0 = \{i_0\} \), the procedure enumerates all subsets \( X \) of \( ID \) using a backtracking algorithm similar to depth-first search algorithms for frequent itemset mining, such as Eclat [96] and LCM [90]. For each generated subset \( X \), the procedure forms a candidate \((r, k)\)-flock pattern \( P = (X, [b, e]) \) with a specified interval \([b, e]\). Then, the algorithm computes the width \( ||P||_\infty \) of the pattern \( P \) by accessing the trajectories in \( S \), and checks if \( P \) satisfies the width constraint \( ||P||_\infty \leq r \). If the condition is violated, then it prunes the search for \( P \) and all of its descendants.

3.1.2 Analysis of the algorithm

This width-based pruning rule is justified by the following lemma, which says the class of \((r, k)\)-patterns has the anti-monotonicity w.r.t. set inclusion of their ID sets.

**Lemma 6** (anti-monotonicity). Let \( P_i = (X_i, I_i) \) are two flock patterns, where \( i = 1, 2 \).

If \( P_2 \) is an \((r, k)\)-flock pattern in \( S \) and if \( X_1 \subseteq X_2 \) and \( I_1 \subseteq I_2 \) hold, then \( P_1 \) is also an \((r, k)\)-flock pattern in \( S \).
From this lemma, once a candidate pattern \( P = (X, I) \) does not satisfy the width and length constraints, any descendant of \( P \) obtained by adding new trajectory (ids) to \( X \) no longer satisfies the constraints. Therefore, we can prune the whole search sub-space for descendants of \( P \) for \((r, k)\)-flock patterns.

On the running time and space of the algorithm \textbf{FPM}, the following proposition is easily derived from our manuscript [10].

**Proposition 2.** [10] Let \( S \) be an input trajectory database \( S \) of \( n \) trajectories with length \( T \). Then, the algorithm \textbf{FPM} in Algorithm 2 solves the flock pattern mining problem for the class \( \mathcal{FPM}(r, k) \) of \((r, k)\)-flock patterns in \( S \). It uses \( O(knT^2) \) time per pattern and \( O(k^2) \) words of space, respectively, where \( k = \text{supp}(X) = |X| \) is the support of the pattern \( X \) being enumerated.

From the practical view, \( O(T^2) \) term in the time complexity of \textbf{FPM} is too large to apply it to long trajectories with large \( T \). We point our that this \( O(T^2) \) term come from the doubly nested for-loop in Lines 2 and 3 of Algorithm 2. In the next subsection, we will see how we can remove this \( O(T^2) \) term by focusing on mining of \textbf{RFPMs}.

### 3.2 A modified algorithm RFPM for RFPs

Next, we present a modified mining algorithm \textbf{RFPM} (rightward flock pattern miner) for RFPs (rightward length-maximal flock patterns), the class of rightward length-maximal flock patterns. In Algorithm 7, we present the algorithm \textbf{RFPM} with its subprocedure \textbf{RecRFP} for mining \((r, k)\)-RFPs.
3.2.1 Basic idea: Rightward horizontal closure

From the view of frequent pattern mining, RFPs in a trajectory database are a sort of closed patterns, which have been extensively studied in frequent itemset mining (FIM) field [90,97] as well as formal concept analysis (FCA) field. Many efficient closed pattern mining algorithms use a class of operation, called closure operation, which enlarge a given, possibly non-closed pattern to obtain its closed version.

For RFPs, we actually have a rightward horizontal closure operation that extends the interval of a given non RFPs to obtain a proper RFP.

**Definition 10** (rightward horizontal closure). Let \( P = (X, I = [b, e]) \) be any flock pattern in a database \( S \). Then, the rightward horizontal closure of \( P \) in \( S \), denoted by \( \text{RH}\_\text{Closure}(P; S, r) \), is the unique flock pattern \( P_{\text{max}} = (X, I = [b, e_{\text{max}}]) \) such that \( e_{\text{max}} \in [0, T] \) is the maximum value of end position \( e' \) satisfying the equality

\[
|| P'(X, [b, e']) ||_{\infty} = || P ||_{\infty}.
\]  

(3.1)

Note that the rightward horizontal closure operation only change the end position \( e \), but not change the ID set \( X \) or starting time \( b \) of the original \( P \) at all.

In Algorithm 6, we show the procedure \( \text{RH}\_\text{Closure} \) that computes the rightward horizontal closure of non-RFP \( P \) in \( O(m\ell) \) time, where \( m = \text{supp}(P) = |X| = O(n) \) and \( \ell = \text{len}(P_{\text{max}}) = O(T) \).

The following lemmas show the correctness of the rightward horizontal closure. First, the key of the correctness is the following characterization, which can be easily shown from definition of RFPs.

**Lemma 7** (characterization). Let \( P = (X, [b, e]) \) be an \((r, k)\)-flock pattern in \( S \). Then, \( P \) is rightward length-maximal if and only if

**\( P \) is rightward length-maximal if and only if**
\[ \|S[X][t]\|_{\infty} \leq r \text{ for all } t \in [b, e], \text{ and} \]

\[ \|S[X][e + 1]\|_{\infty} > r, \]

where we extend the t-th time slice \( \|S[X][t]\|_{\infty} \) to be \( \infty \) if either \( t < 1 \) or \( t > T \) holds for convenience.

From the above lemma, we have the correctness below.

**Lemma 8.** [10] The rightward horizontal closure \( P_{\text{max}} \) of a possibly non-rightward length-maximal \( r \)-FP \( P \) is the unique longest \( r \)-RFP such that the ID sets and the start time are identical to those of \( P \).

Since \( \text{len}(P_{\text{max}}) \geq \text{len}(P) \) always holds for \( P_{\text{max}} \), we see that if \( P \) satisfies the \((r, k)\)-constraint then so does the obtained RFP \( P_{\text{max}} \). Hence, \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the unique longest \((r, k)\)-RFP version of \( P \) that share the ID set and start time.

### 3.2.2 The algorithm

We describe the computation done by the algorithm \( \text{RFPM} \). The overall structure of \( \text{RFPM} \) is almost identical to the basic algorithm \( \text{FPM} \). Given a database \( S \), the main algorithm \( \text{RFPM} \) invokes the recursive subprocedure \( \text{RecFPM} \) with an initial pattern \( P_0 \) as before.

Only the difference in the top level is that \( \text{RFPM} \) iterates only \( O(T) \) iteration here for the start position \( b_0 \) rather than \( O(T^2) \) iteration in \( \text{FPM} \) using an initial pattern \( P_0 = (\{i_0\}, b_0, \#) \) with missing end position \( e_0 = \# \), called a partial pattern here.

The computation of the recursive subprocedure \( \text{RecRFPM} \) proceeds in the following steps.
• Receiving a partial RFP \( P_* = (X, b, \ast) \) as arguments, the recursive procedure \text{RecFPM} computes the rightward horizontal closure \( P = (X, [b, e]) \) from \( P_* \) by the procedure \text{RH Closure} with max-width \( r \).

• Next, if the obtained RFP \( P \) satisfies \((r, k)\)-constraints, then output it. Otherwise, we safely prune all descendants as before.

• Finally, \text{RecFPM} recursively calls its copy with an extended pattern \( P_1 = (X \cup \{i\}, [b, \ast]) \). To avoid duplicated generation of patterns, the id \( i \) is removed from the universe \( ID \).

From a similar argument to [90] based on reverse search technique of [12], we have the following time and space complexities of \text{RFPM}.

\begin{theorem} [10]
Let \( S \) be an input trajectory database \( S \) of \( n \) trajectories with length \( T \). Then, the algorithm \text{RFPM} in Algorithm 7 solves the flock pattern mining problem for the class \( \mathcal{RFP}\mathcal{M}(r, k) \) of \((r, k)\)-flock patterns in \( S \). It uses \( O(knT) \) time per pattern and \( O(k^2) \) words of space, respectively, where \( k = \text{supp}(X) = |X| \) is the support of the pattern \( X \) being enumerated.
\end{theorem}

We can generalize \text{RFPM} for the case of the \( d \)-dimensional space \( \mathbb{R}^d \) for every \( d \geq 1 \) with extra \( O(d) \) factor in time and space by only modifying the procedure \text{RH Closure} for \( \mathbb{R}^d \).

### 3.3 A faster algorithm G-RFPM with using geometric index

In this subsection, we present a speed-up technique using geometric index in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), called \text{geometric database reduction}, which achieve order of magnitude acceleration of both of
FPM and RFPM algorithms, which is orthogonal to the rightward horizontal closure technique.

### 3.3.1 The algorithm

In Algorithm 5, we present our modified mining algorithm \textbf{G-RFPM} (grid-based flock pattern miner) based on RFPM using geometric constraint on the 2-dimensional plane for \((r, k)\)-patterns. The algorithm uses \textbf{RecFPM} in Algorithm 5 as subprocedure.

Given a trajectory database \(S\), maximum width \(r > 0\) and minimum length \(k\) as arguments, the algorithm \textbf{G-RFPM} starts with selecting a combination of a trajectory id \(i_0\) in \(ID\) and a starting time \(b_0\) in \(\mathbb{T} = [1, T]\) as in the original FPM or RFPM.

Let \(i_0 \in ID\) and \(b_0 \in [1, T]\) be any pair of trajectory ID and start time. Then, we know that the trajectory \(s_{i_0}\) starts from the point \(c = s_{i_0}[b_0]\) in the database. Now, we assume to find any \((r, k)\)-flock pattern of the form \(P = (X, [b_0, \ast])\) be any \((r, k)\)-pattern such that \(i_0 \in X\) in the database.

Consider the \(t = b_0\) time slice \(U\) of \(S\), that is, the set \(U\) of all points with the specified time \(t = b_0\), given by

\[
U = \{ p = s_i[t] \mid s_i \in S, i \in ID, t = b_0 \}.
\]  

(3.2)

We have defined the rectangle \(R = R(c, 2r)\) in section 2.2.3. Let \(P = (X, [b, e])\) with \(b = b_0\) be any target \((r, k)\)-flock patterns in \(S\). For any trajectory ID \(i\), if the ID \(i\) belongs to \(X\) then the corresponding trajectory \(s_i\) starts from any point in \(U \cap R(c, 2r)\). Therefore, we can reduce the original domain \(ID\) of candidate IDs for \(X\) to the following smaller sub-domain

\[
ID(R) = \{ i \in ID \mid p_i = s_i[b_0] \in U \cap R \}.
\]  

(3.3)
By using an appropriate geometric index, such as quad trees or range trees, we can compute ID(R) by making the range query

$$ID(R) = U.Range(R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

in \(q = O(\log^2 m)\) time by quad trees, or \(O(\log^2 n)\) time by range trees using \(O(n \log n)\) time preprocessing of \(S\), where \(n = |U| = |S|\) and \(m = \|U\|_\infty\) are the \(L_\infty\)-diameter of points in \(U\). Then, the total overhead becomes \(O(N \log^2 n)\) time \([10]\), which is linear in input size \(N\) with poly-logarithmic factor.

As shown in Sec. 5.3, the above modification on \(\text{RFPM}\) to obtain \(\text{G-RFPM}\) greatly reduces the time complexity of the algorithm.

### 3.4 Experiments

We ran experiments on synthesis datasets to evaluate the efficiency of our algorithms. Finally, we ran the experiment on real typhoon dataset to show that RFPs are meaningful for real applications.

#### 3.4.1 Data

**Synthesis data**

We generated a sets of implanted synthesis trajectory datasets using our data generator implemented in C++ as follows. Let \(n = 200\) and \(T = 200\). Our data set is a collection of random trajectories in which \(C\) copies of random patterns are implanted as follows. We first fixed \(a \times a\) area \(A\) in the plane, where \(a = 40.0\), and then generated a set of \(n\) trajectories of length \(T\) by uniform distribution on \(A\). Then, we embed \(C\) copies of each of \(K\) random short trajectories of length \(L_\star\) are implanted in some of generated


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>category</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>notion</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trajectory data</td>
<td>amount of trajectories</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>length of every trajectory</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total number of points</td>
<td>$N = nT$</td>
<td>16,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

trajectories, where location of the copies are randomly perturbed within width $r_s$. In our experiments, we set $C = 5$, $K = 6$, $L_s = 20$, and $r_s = 1.0$. The other parameters are varied in experiments.

**Real data**

From the website of digital-typhoon [45]¹, we download 1668 files of the typhoon trajectory data happened from 1951 to October, 2014. We choose 322 files. These files contain the trajectory data which are no shorter than 50 points (about 300 hours). Then we choose the front part of these trajectory data from the head to the 50th point of the trajectory data. In this way, the length of our real typhoon trajectory data which we choose to run experiments is 50. These trajectories happened in different time. But we use the time interval between two adjacent points as relative time interval.

**3.4.2 Methods**

We implemented our algorithms **FPM** (BFPM), **RFPM** (BFPM R), and **G-RFPM** (GFPM R) of Sec. 3 in C++. We also implemented a simple grid-based geometric index in C++, where the plane is divided into $b \times b$ grid cells, and cells are looked up by constant time random access followed by sequential scan of a point list, where $b = 5$

¹http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital-typhoon/
most time.

We compiled the above programs by g++ of GNU, version 4.6.3. We used a PC with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620, 3.60GHz with 32GB of memory on OS Ubuntu Linux, version 12.04. We used the following default parameters otherwise stated: our algorithms use width \( r = 1.0 \), length \( k = 20 \), and min-sup is \( m = 5 \) for patterns.

In the experiments, we varied as data parameters, the number \( n \) and length \( T \) of input trajectories, and as mining parameters, the minlen \( k \), minsup \( m \), and minwid \( r \). We used default values for other values. We note that in Exp 1a and Exp 1b, only the number of false random trajectories is varied, while the numbers \( C \) and \( K \) of the copies and the true patterns are kept constant. In plots below, each line indicates the running time, while the number attached to each mark indicates the number of solutions. In real data experiment, we ran the experiment on the real data of Section 3.4.1 with the parameters as Table 3.1.

3.4.3 Results

Results A: the speed-up by rightward length-maximal flock patterns

In this subsection, we examine the effect of mining of RFPs (rightward length-maximal flock patterns) introduced in Sec. 3.2, compared to mining of FPs (original flock patterns). For the purpose, we measure the number of solutions and the running time by running RFPM (BFPM R, in plots) of Sec. 3.2 for mining all RFPs with length \( \geq k \), compared to basic FPM (BFM) of Sec. 3.1 for mining all FPs with length \( \geq k \).

Exp 1a: In Fig. 3.1, we show the running time and the number of patterns of by varying the number of points of input size \( n \) from 60 to 100 trajectories.

Exp 2a: In Fig. 3.2, we show the running time by varying the length of input
trajectory database from 100 to 200 trajectories.

From Exp 1b and Exp 2 above, we see that the algorithm **RFPM** exactly detect the number $K = 6$ of true patterns, while **FPM** detects the larger numbers depending on $n$.

**Exp 3a:** In Fig. 3.3, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the minlen $k$ of mining parameter from 20 to 100.

For example, in the case of minlen is $k = 20$ points, the running times for **FPM** and **RFPM** are 72.92 (sec) and 1.44 (sec), respectively, resulting around 50 times speed-up, while the numbers of solutions are 594 and 6 patterns, resulting around 100 times reduction.

**Exp 4a:** In Fig. 3.4, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the minsup $m$ of mining parameter from 6 to 10. For this experiment, we generate patterns with the support of 10.

**Exp 5a:** In Fig. 3.9, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the maxwidth $r$ of mining parameter from 1 to 5. For this experiment, we fix $a \times a$ area $A$ to $a = 500.0$.

**Summary of results A:** Overall, **RFPM** with RFPs is around 50 times faster than **FPM** with FPs as well as the number of RFPs is around 100 times smaller than that of FPs at maximum in our experiments. Specifically, we obtain the larger speed-up by RFP, the longer the input trajectories, or the smaller the minlen of flock patterns, as expected by theory [10].

**Results B: the speed-up by geometric database reduction**

In this subsection, we examine the speed-up by geometric database reduction technique introduced in Sec. 3.3. The task is mining all RFPs in a database. We compared
two algorithms \textbf{RFPM} (BFPM R, in plots) of Sec. 3.1 and \textbf{G-RFPM} (GFPM R, in plots) of Sec. 3.3, without and with geometric database reduction, respectively. Note that the numbers of solutions are same between two algorithms since they solve the same task.

\textbf{Exp 1b}: In Fig. 3.5, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the number \(n\) of input points from 20K to 200K points, where \(T = 200\). For example, in the case of the input with 200K points, the running times for \textbf{RFPM} and \textbf{G-RFPM} are 61.61 (sec) and 0.96 (sec), respectively, resulting around 70 times speed-up.

\textbf{Exp 2b}: In Fig. 3.6, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the length \(T\) of input trajectory database from 0.2K to 1K points, where \(n = 200\).

\textbf{Exp 3b}: In Fig. 3.7, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the minlen \(k\) of mining parameter from 20 to 100.

\textbf{Exp 4b}: In Fig. 3.8, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the minsup \(m\) of mining parameter from 6 to 10.

\textbf{Exp 5b}: In Fig. 3.10, we show the running time and the number of patterns by varying the maxwidth \(r\) of mining parameter from 1 to 5.

\textbf{Summary of results B}

Overall, in the task of mining RFPs, the modified algorithm \textbf{G-RFPM} with geometric database reduction improves the performance of \textbf{RFPM} more than ten to 70 times on the basic algorithm \textbf{FPM}. In actual running time, \textbf{G-FPM} found all RFPs in less than a second on a PC from an input database consisting of totally 0.2 million points, which seems enough for actual applications.
Summary of results A and B

From Fig. 3.1 of Exp 1a and Fig. 3.5 of Exp 1b, in the case of the input with 200K points (small dataset), the running times for FPM, RFPM, and G-RFPM are 61.61, 0.96, 0.03 (sec), respectively. From these timing, the speed-ups from FPM to RFPM and RFPM to G-RFPM were around 64 times and 32 times. Overall, we obtained the total speed-up of around 2,000 times from the basic FPM to most advanced G-RFPM.

Results C: the application on typhoon trajectory data

In order to test our algorithms with real data, we choose 320 typhoon trajectory data which includes 16000 points as the input dataset. We use the algorithm G-RFPM with the parameters of $k = 15$ points (about 90 hours) and $m = 3$ to find RFPs. The unit of measurement of the pattern length and width is longitude and latitude. As a result, when the maxwidth is $r = 2$ (about 200km), G-RFPM spends 0.08 seconds finding 10 RFPs. In addition, when $k = 15, 30, 35$ and $r = 3.0$, it spends less than 0.2 seconds finding 1442, 9 and 4 RFPs respectively.

In Table 3.2, we show that there are three typhoon traces included in one of the ten RFPs which are found by G-RFPM. We show them in Fig. 3.11. According to the birth place of typhoon traces in the bottom of the figure, the ID number of them is 200603, 195504 and 198712, respectively\(^2\). Every point represents a sample point in the passed 6 hours. We use deep blue to show the RFP in this figure. The length of movement of No. 200603 typhoon is 3872km. And maximum diameter is 280km [45].

According to this figure, the length of the RFP is about 1000km and the width is about 2.0 longitude and latitude (about 200km). This RFP is from the Celebes Sea in

\(^2\)No. 195504 typhoon is the 4th typhoon happened in 1955.
Table 3.2: The information of the pattern $P_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num</th>
<th>Birth</th>
<th>Lifttime</th>
<th>Length of movement (km)</th>
<th>Average speed (km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>195504</td>
<td>1955/04/17</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2705</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198712</td>
<td>1987/08/22</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4966</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200603</td>
<td>2006/06/30</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3872</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The southeast of the city of Manila extending to westward about 1000km. It shows the common feature of the three typhoon traces. Because this pattern is RFP, there is no longer pattern which includes the same start time and typhoon trajectory data.

Summary of results C

There are $\binom{320}{3} \times 35^3 = 1.392 \times 10^{12}$ combinations which include more than 3 trajectory data from total 320 trajectory data. According to the completeness of the algorithm G-RFPM and the result that there are 10 RFPs found from all combinations of all trajectory data, we could affirm that there are only 10 RFPs which the width is no more than 200km and the length is longer than 90 hours. Since G-RFPM could find all RFPs from 320 typhoon trajectory data, it is useful for real trajectory data.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we showed empirical study of trajectory mining algorithms, called FPM, from trajectory data. We implemented two of recent theoretical progress of depth-first algorithms for mining flock patterns [10] based on the pattern-growth approach [69]. The experimental results demonstrated that both of extensions, RFPs and geometric database reduction, improve on the speed of FPM by orders of magnitude.

To scale out flock pattern mining to bigdata in cloud environment, it will be interesting
future research to develop efficient implementation of our FPM in massively parallel environment, such as *map-reduce* or *hadoop*, on cloud environments
Algorithm 2 A basic DFS algorithm \textbf{FPM} for finding all \((r,k)\)-flock patterns in an input trajectory database \(S\) given maximum width \(r\) and minimum length \(k\).

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Procedure{FPM} {\(ID, S, r, k\)}
\For {\(k \leftarrow k_1, \ldots, T\)} \Comment{Every length}
\For {\(b_0 \leftarrow 1, \ldots, T\)} \Comment{Each start time in \(T\)}
\State \(k_0 \leftarrow b_0 + k - 1\);\label{line:k0}
\State \(ID_1 \leftarrow ID\);
\While {\(ID_1 \neq \emptyset\)} \Comment{Each id in \(ID\)}
\State \(i_0 = \text{deletemin}(ID_1)\);\label{line:i0}
\State \(P_0 \leftarrow (\{i_0\}, [b_0, k_0])\); \Comment{Initial pattern}
\State \textbf{RecFPM}(\(P_0, ID_1, S, r, k\));
\EndWhile\label{line:while}
\EndFor\label{line:endfor1}
\EndFor\label{line:endfor2}
\EndProcedure

\Procedure{RecFPM} {\(P = (X, [b, e]), ID, S, r, k\)}
\If {\(|| P |\|_S \geq r\)} \Comment{\(P\) is too wide}
\State \textbf{return} ;
\EndIf\label{line:if}
\State \textbf{output} \(P\);
\State \(ID_1 \leftarrow ID\);
\While {\(ID_1 \neq \emptyset\)}
\State \(i = \text{deletemin}(ID_1)\);
\State \textbf{RecFPM}(\(Q = (X \cup \{i\}, [b, e]), ID_1, S, r, k\));
\EndWhile\label{line:while2}
\EndProcedure
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
Algorithm 3 An algorithm for computing the unique rightward length-maximal flock pattern. Note that $\| S[X][t] \|_\infty$ is defined to be $\infty$ for $t \notin [1, T]$. 

1: procedure RH_Closure((X, [b_0, e_0]); S, r) 
2: \hspace{1em} $t \leftarrow b_0$; 
3: \hspace{1em} while $\| S[X][t] \|_\infty \leq r$ do 
4: \hspace{2.5em} $t \leftarrow t + 1$; 
5: \hspace{1em} end while 
6: \hspace{1em} $b \leftarrow b_0$; $e \leftarrow t - 1$; 
7: \hspace{1em} return (X, [b, e]); 
8: end procedure
Algorithm 4 An algorithm FPM for finding all length-maximal \((r, k)\)-flock patterns appearing in a given trajectory database \(S\) with \(ID\) for maximum width \(r\) and minimum length \(k\).

1: procedure RFPM\((ID, S, r, k)\)

2: for \(b_0 \leftarrow 1, \ldots, T\) do  \(\triangleright\) Each start time in \(T\)

3: for \(i_0 \leftarrow 1, \ldots, n\) do  \(\triangleright\) Each id in \(ID\)

4: \(P_0 = (\{i_0\}, [b_0, \ast])\);

5: RecRFPM\((P_0, ID, S, r, k)\);

6: end for

7: end for

8: end procedure

9: procedure RecRFPM\((P = (X, [b, \ast]), ID, S, r, k)\)

10: \(P = (X, [b, e]) \leftarrow RH\_Closure((X, [b, \ast]); S, r);\)

11: if \(\text{len}(P) < k\) then

12: return;  \(\triangleright\) \(P\) is not an \((r, k)\)-flock pattern

13: end if

14: output \(P\);

15: \(ID_1 \leftarrow ID;\)

16: while \(ID_1 \neq \emptyset\) do

17: \(i = \text{deletemin}(ID_1);\)

18: \(P_1 = (X \cup \{i\}, [b, \ast]);\)

19: RecRFPM\((P_1, ID_1, S, r, k)\);

20: end while

21: end procedure
Algorithm 5 An algorithm G-RFPM for finding all length-maximal \((r, k)\)-flock patterns appearing in a given trajectory database \(S\) with \(ID\) for maximum width \(r\) and minimum length \(k\).

1: \textbf{procedure} G-RFPM\((X, b, k, ID, S, r, k)\)

2: \quad Let \(S = \{ s_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, n \}\);

3: \quad \textbf{for} \(b_0 \leftarrow 1, \ldots, T\) \textbf{do} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Each start time in } T

4: \quad \quad Build a grid index for point set \(U \leftarrow S[b_0]; \)

5: \quad \quad \triangleright \text{The time slice at time } b_0

6: \quad \quad \textbf{for} \(i_0 \leftarrow 1, \ldots, n\) \textbf{do} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Each id in } ID

7: \quad \quad \quad \quad p \leftarrow s_{i_0}[b_0]; \quad \delta \leftarrow r; \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{initial point } p

8: \quad \quad \quad \quad R \leftarrow [p.x-\delta, p.x+\delta] \times [p.y-\delta, p.y+\delta]; \hspace{1cm} \triangleright 2r \times 2r\text{-query rectangle at center } p

9: \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{ID}_0 \leftarrow U.Range(R); P_0 \leftarrow (\{i_0\}, [b_0, \#]);

10: \quad \quad \quad \quad \textbf{RecRFPM}(P_0, \text{ID}_0, S, r, k);\hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{Recursively apply the algorithm on the subset of points}

11: \quad \quad \textbf{end for}

12: \quad \textbf{end for}

13: \quad \textbf{end}

14: \quad \textbf{end for}

15: \quad \textbf{end}

16: \textbf{end procedure}
Figure 3.1: Exp 1a: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithms **FPM** (BFPM) for FPs and **RFPM** (BFPM R) for RFPs by varying the total number $n$ of input points from 12K to 20K points, where a number attached to each mark indicates the number of solutions.

Figure 3.2: Exp 2a: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithm **FPM** (BFPM) for FPs and **RFPM** (BFPM R) for RFPs varying the length $T$ of input trajectories from 100 to 200 points, where a number attached to each mark indicates the number of solutions.
Figure 3.3: Exp 3a: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithm FPM (BFPM) for FPs and RFPM (BFPM R) for RFPs by varying the min-len $k$ from 20 to 100 points.

Figure 3.4: Exp 4a: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithm FPM (BFPM) for FPs and RFPM (BFPM R) for RFPs by varying the min-sup $m$ from 7 to 10.
Figure 3.5: Exp 1b: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithms **RFPM** (BFPM R) and **G-RFPM** (GFPM R) for RFPs by varying the total number $n$ of input points from 20K to 200K points.

Figure 3.6: Exp 2b: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithms **RFPM** (BFPM R) and **G-RFPM** (GFPM R) for RFPs by varying the length $T$ of input trajectories from 200 to 1000 points.
Figure 3.7: Exp 3b: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithms RFPM (BFPM R) and G-RFPM (GFPM R) for RFPs by varying the min-len $k$ from 20 to 100 points.

Figure 3.8: Exp 4b: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithms RFPM (BFPM R) and G-RFPM (GFPM R) for RFPs by varying the min-sup $m$ from 7 to 10.
Figure 3.9: Exp 5a: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithm \textbf{FPM} (BFPM) for FPs and \textbf{RFPM} (BFPM R) for RFPs by varying the number of max-width $r$ from 1 to 5.

Figure 3.10: Exp 5b: The running time (and the number of patterns by mark) by algorithm \textbf{RFPM} (BFPM R) and \textbf{G-RFPM} (GFPM R) for RFPs by varying the number of max-width $r$ from 1 to 5.
Figure 3.11: There are 3 trajectory data in the pattern $P_2$. The $P_2$ is tinted by deep blue. Its width is 2.0 latitude and length is 15 points.
Chapter 4

Depth-First Mining Algorithms for Two-Sides Length-Maximal Flock Patterns

In this chapter, we present a basic mining algorithm, called FPM-M (Maximum Duration Flock Pattern Miner with rejection) that solves the maximal-duration flock pattern enumeration problem with minimum length constraint. In Algorithm 7, we show the algorithm FPM-M and subprocedure RecFPM-M. To solve the problem without minimum length constraint, we set the minimum length parameter $k$ to be 1.

In what follows, we denote by $\mathcal{FP}_r$ and $\mathcal{MFP}_r$ the classes of all $r$-flock patterns all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns in a given database $S$. Clearly, we see the inclusion $\mathcal{MFP}_r \subseteq \mathcal{FP}_r$, while the converse does not hold in general.

4.1 A basic mining algorithm FPM-M for MFPs based on rejection

4.1.1 The first characterization of MFPs

From the view of closed pattern mining, a maximal-duration pattern can be regarded as a kind of closure operation for flock patterns. Now, we introduce a closure operation...
Figure 4.1: Illustration of Rejection-based approach FPM-M (left, Sec. 4.1) and Partition-based approach FPM-MP (right, Sec. 4.2). Both approaches achieve polynomial delay and space enumeration of maximal-duration flock patterns, but have different complexities.

for maximal-duration flock patterns.

**Definition 11** (rightward closure). For any number $r > 0$, the $r$-rightward closure of an $r$-flock pattern $P$ is the unique flock pattern $\text{RClosure}(P,S,r) = Q$ satisfying conditions (1)–(3) below:

1. $Q.set = P.set$.

2. $Q.start = P.start$.

3. $Q.end = e_{\text{max}}$, where $e_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum $e \in [P.start,T]$ such that $|| S[P.set][t] ||_{\infty} \leq 2r$ for every $t \in [P.start,e]$.

Algorithm 6 below computes $Q = \text{RClosure}(P,S,r)$ in $O(dmT) = O(dmT)$ time,
where \( m = |P\text{.set}| \) and \( k = \text{len}(P) \).

**Algorithm 6** The algorithm for computing the rightward closure of a given possibly non-maximal flock pattern \( P = (X, [t_0, e_0]) \), that is the rightward maximal-duration pattern that has the same subset and start time with \( P \).

1: **procedure** \( \text{RClosure}(P = (X, [t_0, e_0]), S, r) \)

2: \( t \leftarrow t_0 \);

3: while \( ||S[X][t]||_\infty \leq r \) do \( t \leftarrow t + 1 \);

4: \( b \leftarrow t_0; e \leftarrow t - 1 \);

5: **return** \( P_{\text{max}}(X, [b, e]) \);

6: **end procedure**

The next lemma tells us how we can accelerate this computation regardless of \( m \) by using incremental computation of MBB (minimum bounding box) as follows.

**Lemma 9** (fast computation of \( \text{RClosure} \)). *Starting from a singleton pattern \( P_0 \), we can iteratively compute \( P_i \) as \( P_i = \text{RClosure}(P_{i-1} \cup \{i\}, S, r) \) in \( O(\text{dk}) \) time from \( P_{i-1} \) and \( \text{ID} \) \( i \).*

**Proof.** Let \( k = \text{len}(P\text{.span}) \). We maintain the \( k \)-vector of MBBs defined by \( \text{envelope}_S(P) = (\text{MBB}(S[P\text{.set}][t]))_{t \in P\text{.span}} \). When we add a new trajectory to \( P\text{.set} \), we can update all MBBs in \( O(k) \) time in total, and thus can compute the width of \( P \) in the same time complexity.

Next, we introduce a *one-sided version* of maximal-duration \( r \)-flock patterns, \( r \)-RFPs, as a theoretical tool for analyzing the enumeration of MFPs.

**Definition 12.** An \( r \)-flock pattern \( P \) in a database \( S \) is said to be a *rightward maximal-duration \( r \)-flock pattern* (an \( r \)-RFP) in \( S \) if there exists no \( r \)-flock pattern \( Q \) such that...
Algorithm 7 The FPM-M algorithm for finding all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns with minimum length $k_{\min}$ in a trajectory database $S$ in dimension $d \geq 1$, where $r$ is a radius parameter and the operator $\text{deletemin}(X)$ deletes and then returns $\min(X)$.

1: procedure FPM-M($ID = \{1, \ldots, n\}, S, r, k_{\min}$)

2: for $b \leftarrow 1, \ldots, T$ do \hfill $\triangleright$ each start time in $T$

3: while $ID \neq \emptyset$ do \hfill $\triangleright$ each id in $ID$

4: $i \leftarrow \text{deletemin}(ID)$;

5: $P \leftarrow (\{i\}, [b, *])$; \hfill $\triangleright$ initial maximal pattern

6: RecFPM-M($P, ID, S, r, k_{\min}$);

7: end while

8: end for

9: end procedure

We denote by $\mathcal{RFP}_r$ the classes of all $r$-RFPs in a given database $S$. Again, we can easily see the inclusion $\mathcal{MFP}_r \subseteq \mathcal{RFP}_r \subseteq \mathcal{FP}_r$. It is not hard to see that the same inclusion holds even if we add the restriction of minimum pattern length $k$.

Next lemma gives the characterization of the maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns in terms of rightward closure, where we define $\|S[X][t]\|_{\infty} = \infty$ for any time out of $T = [1, T]$, i.e., $t < 1$ or $t > T$.

Lemma 10 (characterization of $\mathcal{RM}_r$). An $r$-flock pattern $P$ is an $r$-RFP in $S$ if and only if $P = \text{RClosure}(P, S, r)$. 
Algorithm 8 RecFPM-M algorithm for finding all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns recursively.

procedure RecFPM-M($P = (\{i\}, [b, \ast], ID, S, r, k_{\text{min}})$)

$P_s \leftarrow \text{RClosure}(P, S, r)$;

\textbf{if} $\text{len}(P_s) < k_{\text{min}}$ \textbf{then} \textbf{return} ;
\textbf{▷} backtrack

\textbf{if} $||S[X][b - 1]||_\infty > r$ \textbf{then}

\textbf{output} $P_s$;
\textbf{end if}

$ID_1 \leftarrow ID$;

\textbf{while} $ID_1 \neq \emptyset$ \textbf{do}

\hspace{1em} $i \leftarrow \text{deletemin}(ID_1)$;

\hspace{1em} Create $Q$; $Q.set \leftarrow P_s.set \cup \{i\}$;

\hspace{1em} $Q.start \leftarrow P.start$; $Q.end \leftarrow P.end$;

\hspace{1em} RecFPM-M($Q, ID_1, S, r, k_{\text{min}}$); \textbf{▷} recursive call

\textbf{end while}

\textbf{end procedure}

Lemma 11 (characterization of $\mathcal{MFP}_r$). An $r$-flock pattern $P$ is a maximal-duration $r$-flock pattern in $S$ if and only if the following conditions 1–2 hold:

1. $P$ is an $r$-RFP in $S$.

2. $||S[P.set][P.start - 1]||_\infty > 2r$. (leftward extension test (\*))

Proof. For any time $t$, let $w_t$ be the width of $P$ at $t$. By definition, an $r$-flock pattern $P$ is of maximal-duration if and only if

\begin{itemize}
  \item $w_t$ is at most $2r$ within the duration $I = [P.start, P.end]$,
\end{itemize}
\( ii \) \( w_t > 2r \) at \( t = P.start - 1 \), and

\( iii \) \( w_t > 2r \) at \( t = P.end + 1 \).

We can easily see that above conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent to conditions 1 and 2 in the lemma. This shows the lemma.

\( \square \)

4.1.2 The family forest for MFPs

From the above Lemma 11, in order to find all maximal-duration patterns, we see that it is sufficient to

i first enumerate each \( r \)-RFP \( P \) in a trajectory database \( S \),

ii test if \( P \) can be extended leftward by the test (*) , and

iii output \( P \) if the test succeeds and reject it otherwise.

The remaining problem is how to enumerate all \( r \)-RFP without duplicates. We associate the parent \( P(Q) \) to any \( r \)-RFP \( Q \) in \( S \) as follows.

**Definition 13** (parent for \( RFP_r \)). Let \( Q \) be any \( r \)-RFP such that \( |Q.set| \geq 2 \). Then, we define the parent of \( Q \), denoted by \( P(Q) \), by \( P(Q) \triangleq RClosure(R) \) such that \( R.set = Q.set - \{i_{\text{max}}\} \), i.e., \( P(Q) \) is the closure of the pattern \( R \) obtained from \( Q \) by removing the maximum ID \( i_{\text{max}} = \max(Q.set) \) from \( Q.set \). Then, \( Q \) is called a \( \text{child} \) of \( P \).

The next lemma immediately follows from the construction.

**Lemma 12.** For any \( r \)-RFP \( Q \) such that \( |Q.set| \geq 2 \),

\( i \) \( P(Q) \) is well-defined,
ii is unique,

iii has a properly smaller subset than \( Q \),

iv has duration length longer or equal to \( Q \), and

\( v \) is an \( r \)-RFP in \( S \), too.

Recall that \( I_{r} \) is the class of all \( r \)-RFP in \( S \). Now, we introduce a directed graph \( F_{r} = (V, P, I) \), called the family forest for \( I_{r} \), where:

- \( V = I_{r} \) is the set of all \( r \)-RFP as the vertex set.

- \( P : I_{r} \setminus I \to I_{r} \) is the parent function representing the reverse edges \( (P(Q), Q) \) for any \( Q \) such that \( |Q.set| \geq 2 \).

- \( I \subseteq V \) is the set of root nodes that are singleton patterns \( P \in I_{r} \) with \( |P.set| = 1 \).

**Lemma 13** (family forest for \( I_{r} \)). The family forest \( F_{r} \) is a spanning forest over the class \( I_{r} \) of all \( r \)-RFP in \( S \).

**Proof.** We will show that the directed graph \( T_{r} \) is connected and acyclic. From condition (iii) of Lemma 12 and the termination property of sizes, we see that starting from any non-singleton maximal pattern \( Q \), any ascending path \( Q, P^{1}(Q), P^{2}(Q), \ldots \) eventually terminates at some singleton maximal pattern \( P \) in \( I \) in the graph \( T_{r} \). Thus, \( T_{r} \) is acyclic and contains every maximal pattern in \( I_{r} \) as its node. This completes the proof. \( \Box \)
4.1.3 The algorithm

The remaining thing is how to efficiently generate all children $Q$ of a given $P$. $Q$ is an expansion of $P$ if $Q.set = P.set \cup \{i\}$ for some ID $i \not\in P.set$. Then, we write $Q = P \cup \{i\}$. An expansion $Q$ of $P$ is a tail expansion of $P$ if $Q = P \cup \{i\}$ for some $i > \text{max}(P.set)$ [96]. Using the tail expansion, it is well-known that we can systematically generate all subsets $X$ of a set $ID$ in backtracking [90,96]. The following lemma answers the above question.

Lemma 14 (generation of a child). For any $r$-RFP $P, Q \in \mathcal{RFP}_r$, (a) $P$ is the parent of $Q$ if and only if (b) $Q$ is obtained from $P$ by $Q = \text{RClosure}(P \cup \{i\}, S, r)$ for some ID $i \in ID$ such that $i > \text{max}(P.set)$.

From the above discussion, we obtain Algorithm 7. In order to give the estimation of an upper bound of the amortized delay of Algorithm 7, we finally give the ratio of the number $|\mathcal{RFP}_r|$ of all rightward maximal-duration patterns to the number $|\mathcal{MFP}_r|$ of all maximal-duration patterns in $S$.

Lemma 15. For any trajectory database $S$ on time domain $T = [1, T]$ in dimension $d \geq 1$, and radius parameter $r > 0$, we have $|\mathcal{RFP}_r| \leq |\mathcal{MFP}_r| \cdot T$.

We now have the following theorem.

Theorem 4. (Basic Polynomial Delay and Space Algorithm) For any trajectory database $S$, number $r > 0$, and dimension $d \geq 1$, the algorithm $\text{FPM-M}$ shown in Algorithm 7 finds all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns with length at least $k_{\text{min}}$ in $S$ without duplicates in $O(dnkT) = O(dnT^2)$ amortized time per pattern and $O(dm^2)$ additional space, where $k$ and $m$ are the length and subset size of a discovered maximal-duration pattern $P$. 
Proof. We first show the correctness. From Lemma 13 and Lemma 14, we can easily see that the algorithm \textbf{FPM-M} visits all \( r \)-RFP in \( S \) without duplicates at Line 2. From Lemma 11, the algorithm correctly outputs only and all maximal \( r \)-flock patterns at Line 10. For complexity, we process an input pattern \( P \) to obtain the corresponding maximal pattern \( P_\ast \) if it exists. This can be done in \( O(dk) \) incremental time when we add a new object ID \( i \) by maintaining the vector \((MBB(S[P,\text{set}][t]))_{t \in P,\text{duration}}\) of the MBBs of the sections of \( P \). Since each \( r \)-RFP \( P_\ast \) can have at most \( n = |ID| \) children and all of them can be failed in the worst case, the worst case time per \( r \)-RFP, i.e. the delay, is bounded by \( O(dkn) \) time. Thus, Lemma 15 adds extra \( O(T) \) factor to the amortized delay. The space complexity follows from that the path from the root to a leaf \( Q \) with subset size \( m \) has depth at most \( m \). Hence, this completes the proof. \hfill \Box

4.2 An improved algorithm \textbf{FPM-MP} for MFP based on partitioning

In this section, we present an improved mining algorithm, called \textbf{FPM-MP} (Maximum Duration Flock Pattern Miner with Partitioning) that solves the maximal-duration flock pattern enumeration problem with minimum length constraint.

4.2.1 A problem with the previous algorithm

The basic algorithm \textbf{FPM-M} in Algorithm 7 introduced in the previous section has quadratic time complexity, i.e., \( O(nkT) = O(nT^2) \) time, in the length \( T \) of input trajectories. One reason of this quadratic complexity is the use of Lemma 11 (characterization of maximal-duration flock patterns by left expansion test). We can use this rule to decide if a given rightward maximal-duration flock pattern is of maximal-duration, but cannot
use it for pruning the whole descendants in the family forest even when the test is failed because the property is not monotone. FPM-M incurs extra $O(T)$ term from this fact. To overcome this problem, we give the second characterization of maximal-duration flock patterns using “Merging and Split” operation introduced below.

### 4.2.2 The second characterization of MFPs

For intervals $I$ and $J \subseteq T$, we say that $I$ is a sub-interval of $I'$ if $I'.start \leq I.start$ and $I.end \leq I'.end$ hold. If $I.end < I'.start$, we say that $I$ precedes $I'$ and write $I < I'$.

**Definition 14** (left and rightward closure). Let $P$ be a $r$-flock pattern. The $r$-left-right-closure of $P$ is the unique flock pattern $\text{LRClosure}(P, S, r) = Q$ satisfying (1) $Q.set = P.set$, and (2) $Q.start \leq P.start$ and $Q.end \geq P.end$, respectively, are the smallest and largest time points satisfying that $|| S[Q.set][t] ||_\infty \leq 2r$ for every $t \in [Q.start, Q.end]$.

**Lemma 16.** $Q = \text{LRClosure}(P, S, r)$ always exists, is unique, and can be computed in $O(mk_s)$ time, where $m = |P.set| = |Q.set|$ and $k_s = |Q.span|$.

As in the previous section, we construct a spanning forest $T^m$ over the class $\mathcal{M}_r$ of all maximal-duration flock patterns. First, we define the parent function.

**Definition 15.** Let $Q$ be any maximal-duration flock pattern in $S$. Then, we define the parent of $Q$, denoted $\mathcal{P}(Q)$, by $\mathcal{P}(Q) \triangleq \text{LRClosure}(Q - \{i_{\text{max}}\})$, where $i_{\text{max}} = \max(Q.set)$, and $Q - \{i_{\text{max}}\}$ is the flock pattern obtained from $Q$ by removing $i_{\text{max}}$.

Now, we define the family forest for the class $\mathcal{M}_r$ as the directed graph $T_r^m = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{I})$, where $\mathcal{V} = \mathcal{M}_r$ is the vertex set, $\mathcal{P}$ is the set of reverse edges from children to parents, and $\mathcal{I}$ is the set of roots. Similar to Lemma 13 in Sec. 4.1, we have the following lemma for the family forest.
Lemma 17 (family forest for $\mathcal{M}_r$). The family forest $F^m$ is a spanning forest over the class $\mathcal{M}_r$ of all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns in $S$.

To invert the parent-child relationship, we need some technical definitions below. We introduce the notion of $\text{MSD}$ (the maximal $r$-sub-duration list) of a pattern $P$ as follows. Let $P$ be a flock pattern with arbitrary width. A sub-duration $I \subseteq P.span$ is said to have width $r$ if $\| S[P.span][t] \|_\infty \leq r$ holds for every $t \in I$. An $r$-sub-duration $I$ is maximal in $P$ if there is no other $r$-sub-duration $I'$ in $P$ that properly contains $I$ as sub-duration.

Definition 16 (maximal sub-duration list). The maximal $r$-sub-duration list for $P$, denoted by $\text{MSD}(P, S, r)$, is a sorted list $\mathcal{M} = (I_1, \ldots, I_k), I_1 < \cdots < I_k$, of non-empty sub-interval of $\mathbb{T} = [1, T]$ in the preceding order such that

(i) $\max_{t \in I_i} \| S[P.set][t] \|_\infty \leq r$ for every $i = 1, \ldots, k$.

(ii) any interval of $\text{MSD}(P, S, r)$ cannot be extended in both direction without violating property (i) above.

4.2.3 The algorithm

In Algorithm 10, we show the algorithm for computes $\text{MSD}(P, S, r)$. From the construction of this algorithm, we can show the following lemma.

Lemma 18. For any flock pattern $P$ with arbitrary width, the set $\text{MSD}(P, S, r)$ is unique, and computable in $O(mk)$ time, where $m$ and $k$ are the size of subset and the length of duration of $P$, respectively.

From the next lemma, we can efficiently computes any child $Q$ of a given parent maximal-duration flock pattern $P$. 

Lemma 19 (generation of a child). For any maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns $P, Q \in \mathcal{RM}_r$, (a) $P$ is the parent of $Q$ if and only if (b) $Q.set = P.set$ and $Q.span \in \mathcal{MSD}(P, S, r)$. Furthermore, if $i \neq j$ then the corresponding children are mutually distinct.

Now, we present the depth-first mining algorithm FPM-MP and subprocedure RecFPM-MP in Algorithm 9. The proposed algorithm RecFPM-MP is a backtracking algorithm similar to the previous algorithm RecFPM-M. The algorithm starts from each initial singleton maximal-duration pattern in $I$. It then recursively expands the parent maximal-duration flock pattern $P$ by adding a new object ID $i > \text{tail}(P)$ to obtain another maximal-duration flock pattern $Q$ with larger subset size as its child. This expansion is done by Lemma 19.

From the above discussion, we have the main theorem on an improved polynomial delay and space algorithm for MFPs.

Theorem 5 (Main result). For any trajectory database $S$, number $r > 0$, and dimension $d \geq 1$, the algorithm FPM-MP shown in Algorithm 9 finds all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns with length at least $k_{\min}$ in $S$ without duplicates in $O(dnk) = O(dnT)$ amortized time per pattern and $O(dm^2)$ additional space, where $k$ and $m$ are the length and subset size of a discovered maximal-duration pattern $P$.

Proof. The correctness of the algorithm immediately follows from Lemma 17 and Lemma 19. The analyzes of time and space complexities can be done in a similar manner as in Theorem 5 except that it now contains no anti-monotone pruning , and Lemma 19 makes it possible to directly generate maximal-duration patterns from its parent maximal-duration pattern. The work at the parent is $O(k_s)$ incremental time if we economically maintain the list of MBBs of all sections of $P$ in $S$ in $O(k_s)$ space. Hence, the result follows.
4.3 Speeding-up by spatial index

In this section, we present a revised algorithm FPM-MG based on a speed-up technique using a spatial index.

In preprocessing of FPM-M, we prepare spatial indices for $T$ subsets $U_1, \ldots, U_T$ of points in $S$, where for every $t \in \mathbb{T}$, the index $U_i$ stores all points in the $t$-th cross section $S[t] = \{ s_i[t] \mid i \in ID \}$ of a database.

Our speed-up technique using this index is described as follows. Suppose that we start the top-level search in FPM-M of Algorithm 7. Selecting a start time $t \in \mathbb{T}$ and an initial ID $i \in ID$, we start the search with initial pattern $P_0 = (\{i_0\}, [t,*])$ over the candidate ID set $ID_0 = ID$.

During the depth-first search of RecFPM-M, we generate a new child pattern $Q = P \cup \{i\}$ by tail expansion of a parent $P$ with a new ID $i > \max(P) \ (i \in ID)$. In trajectory mining, the expanded flock pattern $Q$ must satisfy an extra constraint: the width of $Q$ must not exceed maximum width $w = 2r \ (**)$.

By this geometric constraint (**), we can narrow the range of candidates in $ID_0$ as follows. Here we use the definition of $U.\text{Range}(R)$ in section 2.2.3.

**Lemma 20.** For the algorithm RecFPM-M to find all $MFP_r$ in $S$ without duplicates, it is sufficient for the tail expansion $Q = P \cup \{i\}$ to add only ID $i \in ID$ satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) below:

- (i) $i \in U.\text{Range}(R_{c,r})$.
- (ii) $i > i_0$.

To implement this mechanism, after selecting $t$ and $i$, the top-level procedure FPM-
M computes the subset

\[ ID_0 \leftarrow \{ i \in U.\text{Range}(R_{c,r}) \mid i > i_0 \} \quad (4.1) \]

of ID, and uses this subset in the recursive procedure RecFPM-M. We denote by FPM-MG the revised version of FPM-M augmented with this speed-up techniques.

4.4 Experiments

To have insight into practical performance of the proposed algorithms in the previous section, we ran preliminary experiments on synthesis trajectory datasets.

4.4.1 Data

For experiments on synthesis datasets, we implemented a simple random trajectory generator, which implants random patterns into a specified fraction of randomly generated trajectories computed by random walk on the 2-d plane of specified domain size \( a \times a \). Each data set contains \( n \) random walks of length \( T \) in the \( a \times a \) plain in which \( f \) perturbed copies of \( h \) true patterns with length \( k \) and width \( r \) are implanted. We show the default values in Table 4.1.

4.4.2 Methods

In the experiments, we implemented the following programs in C++ compiled by GNU g++ ver.4.6.3, and used in experiments, where FP, RFP, and MFP denote a flock, rightward maximal duration, and maximal duration flock patterns, respectively. The implementations FPM-MG and BFE used a spatial/geometric index implemented in C++ inside.
Table 4.1: Experimental parameters and their default values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>category</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>symbol</th>
<th>default value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trajectory</td>
<td>domain size</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>length</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>num points</td>
<td>$N = nT$</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern</td>
<td>length</td>
<td>$k_*$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>width</td>
<td>$r_*$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subset size</td>
<td>$m_*$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>min. len</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern</td>
<td>width</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subset size</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **BFE**: A previous algorithm for FP based on breadth-first search for sequences of $r$-disks (Vieira et al. [91]).

- **FPM-E**: the naive depth-first algorithm for FP using exhaustive search over FPs with length $k, k + 1, \ldots, T$.

- **FPM-M**: the proposed basic depth-first algorithm for MFP (Sec. 7).

- **FPM-MP**: the proposed improved depth-first algorithm for MFP (Sec. 9).

- **FPM-MG**: the proposed improved version for MFP augmented with a practical speed-up technique using geometric index (Sec. 4.3).

From Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, it is theoretically ensured that our algorithms FPM-M, FPM-MP, and FPM-MG output all patterns without duplicates. To verify this
fact, we confirm that these programs correctly outputs more patterns than implanted. On the contrary, in the sense of entity subset, BFE [91] has a possibility that it may output the same entity set, i.e., our flock patterns, more than once. 

As an experimental environment, for all experiments except Fig. 4.5, we used a PC with Intel Core i5, 1.7GHz, Memory 4GB running Mac OS X, ver.10.9.2. For experiments of Fig. 4.5, we used a PC with Intel Xeon E5-1620, 3.6GHz, Memory 32GB running Debian GNU/Linux, ver.7.4 since we needed CPU power and memory to run BFE.

4.4.3 Results

From Fig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.5, we show the results. In all figures, we observed that the proposed FPM-M (FPM Max) family of algorithms based on closure operators are one or two order of magnitudes faster than the naive algorithm FPM-E using exhaustive search. Precisely, the basic algorithm FPM-M is ten times faster, and the improved algorithms FPM-MP with MSD computation and FPM-MG with geometric index are hundreds times faster than the baseline method FPM-E.

In Fig. 4.5, we show comparison of FPM family and the previous algorithm BFE, where we skip $m = 14$ due to time out. From this plot, we see that our algorithm outperforms BFE in the speed and scalability to the input size. In summary, for most parameter values examined in this experiments, FPM-M family algorithms demonstrated stable performance as expected from theoretical analysis.

---

1 Precisely speaking, as Theorem 1 of [91] said, BFE correctly enumerates flock patterns in the form of $k$-vectors of radius-$r$ disks as syntex, but some of them can have identical set of trajectories contained as semantics. Actually, their algorithm seemed to find a certain kind of representatives, called closed patterns, for flock patterns in a database. For detailed discussions on the potential problems in enumerating such closed patterns, see, e.g. [90,97]
4.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we studied the enumeration version of maximal-duration flock pattern mining problem, which asks to systematically list all solution patterns without duplicates. Then, we presented two polynomial delay and space algorithms for $\mathcal{MFP}_r$ based on the characterizations. Overall, the proposed algorithms seem theoretically as well as practically efficient solutions for mining maximal-duration flock patterns from large trajectories. For future work, we plan evaluation of the proposed algorithms on real data sets.
Algorithm 9 The FPM-MP algorithm for finding all $r$-flock patterns with minimum length $k_{\min}$ in a database $S$ in dimension $d \geq 1$, where $r$ is a radius parameter and the operator $\text{deletemin}(X)$ deletes and then returns $\min(X)$ from $X$.

1: procedure FPM-MP($ID = \{1, \ldots, n\}, S, r, k_{\min}$)

2: \hspace{1em} while $ID \neq \emptyset$ do $\triangleright$ each id in $ID$

3: \hspace{2em} $i \leftarrow \text{deletemin}(ID)$;

4: \hspace{2em} $P \leftarrow (\{i\}, \text{dom}(s_i))$; $\quad \triangleright$ initial maximal pattern

5: \hspace{2em} RecFPM-MP($P, ID, S, r, k_{\min}$);

6: \hspace{1em} end while

7: end procedure

8: procedure RecFPM-MP($P, ID, S, r, k_{\min}$)

9: \hspace{1em} if $\text{len}(P_s) < k_{\min}$ then return $\triangleright$ backtrack

10: \hspace{1em} output $P$;

11: \hspace{1em} $ID_1 \leftarrow ID$;

12: \hspace{1em} while $ID_1 \neq \emptyset$ do $\triangleright$ first loop

13: \hspace{2em} $i \leftarrow \text{deletemin}(ID_1)$;

14: \hspace{2em} Create $Q$; $Q.set \leftarrow P.set \cup \{i\}$;

15: \hspace{2em} $Q.start \leftarrow P.start$; $Q.end \leftarrow P.end$;

16: \hspace{2em} $\mathcal{MSD} \leftarrow \text{MaxSubDuration}(Q, S, r)$; $\quad \triangleright$ all maximal sub-durations

17: \hspace{2em} for each $\text{maxspan} \in \mathcal{MSD}$ do $\triangleright$ second loop

18: \hspace{3em} Create $R$; $R.set \leftarrow Q.set$;

19: \hspace{3em} $R.start \leftarrow \text{maxspan.start}$; $R.end \leftarrow \text{maxspan.end}$;

20: \hspace{3em} RecFPM-MP($R, ID_1, S, r, k_{\min}$); $\quad \triangleright$ recursive call

21: \hspace{2em} end for

22: \hspace{1em} end while

23: end procedure
Algorithm 10 The algorithm for computing the set of all maximal $r$-sub-durations for a given flock pattern $Q$ possibly with radius more than $r$ in trajectory database $S$, where $r > 0$ is a radius parameter.

1: procedure MaxSubDuration($Q, S, r$)
2:    $\mathcal{MSD} \leftarrow \emptyset$
3:    $b \leftarrow Q.start$
4:    while $b \leq Q.end$ do
5:        Increment $b$ while $\| S[X][b] \|_\infty > r$; \hspace{1cm} $\triangleright$ skip inter-duration time
6:        $e \leftarrow b$
7:        Increment $e$ while $\| S[X][e] \|_\infty \leq r$; \hspace{1cm} $\triangleright$ expand a duration rightwards
8:        $\mathcal{MSD} \leftarrow \mathcal{MSD} \cup \{[b, e]\}$
9:        $b \leftarrow e + 1$
10:    end while
11:    return $\mathcal{MSD}$
12: end procedure
Figure 4.2: Exp 1: The running time of the algorithms varying the number of input points $N = nT$.

Figure 4.3: Exp 2: Running time of the algorithms varying true pattern length $k_*$ and with fixed $k = 5$. 
Figure 4.4: Exp 3: Running time varying the true and mining pattern widths $r_*$ and $r$ with $r = r_*$.  

Figure 4.5: Exp 4: Running time varying the true and mining minimum subset size $m_* = m$. Only this experiment was run on a PC server (CPU Intel Xeon 3.6GHz, 32GB) since larger memory was required for BFE.
Table-Based Depth-First Mining Algorithm for Size-Maximal Flock Patterns

In this chapter, we present an algorithm DFM (Depth-First Miner) for mining a subclass of size-maximal envelope patterns, called size-maximal and rightward length-maximal flock patterns, under given constraints from an input trajectory database. In reality, the algorithm works on equivalent representation of size-maximal and rightward length-maximal flock patterns, namely, rightward length-maximal envelope patterns (REVPs). Using hash-based checking, it could find all REVPs without any duplication. Then we run experiments on a trajectory dataset to examine its basic behavior.

5.1 An algorithm DFM for RSFPs using tabulation

5.1.1 The algorithm

In Alg.11 and Alg.13, we present the main algorithm DFM and its recursive subprocedure RecDFM, respectively. The main algorithm DFM in Alg.11 first receives an input trajectory database $S$ and constraint parameters $r > 0$, $k > 0$, and $m \geq 1$, and invokes the recursive subprocedure RecDFM in Alg.13 with each singleton ID set
Algorithm 11 The main algorithm for finding all REVPs with length ≥ k, width ≤ r, and frequency ≥ m in a database $S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}$ of $n$ trajectories of length $T$.

1: procedure DFM($S, r, k, m$)
2: \hspace{1em} $\Theta \leftarrow (r, k, m)$;
3: \hspace{1em} $HM \leftarrow \emptyset$; //a hash table for envelope patterns
4: \hspace{1em} for $i \leftarrow 1, \ldots, n$ do
5: \hspace{2em} for $b \leftarrow 1, \ldots, T$ do
6: \hspace{3em} RecDFM($\{i\}, b, i, n, S, \Theta, HM$);
7: \hspace{1em} end for
8: end for
9: end procedure

$X = \{i\}$, where $i \in \emptyset$, and other arguments.

Starting from a singleton ID set $X = \{i\}$, the subprocedure RecDFM in Alg.13 recursively generates all REVPs $P$ satisfying given constraints by recursively expanding the current core set $X \subseteq \emptyset$ using depth-first search approach such as Eclat algorithm. The algorithm RecDFM consists of the following steps.

Generation of core sets

At lines 1, 3, 4, and 13, the algorithm generates a child core set $Y \subseteq \emptyset$ from the parent core set $X$ using the depth-first search [96]. In the DFS, the algorithm starts from a singleton set $X = \{i\}$ for each $i \in \emptyset$. In an iteration, the algorithm expands $X$ by adding a new object $i \in \emptyset$ such that $i > \ell = \max(X)$. This ensures enumeration of core sets in a unique way. By incrementally maintaining $\ell = \max(X)$, this step can be implemented in $O(1)$ time.
Algorithm 12 An algorithm that computes the one-sided closed envelope pattern in $EVP(X, b, r)$ generated by an ID set $X$ with start time $s$ and maximum width $r$.

1: procedure GetLongestEVP($X, b, r$)
2: \hspace{1em} $j \leftarrow 1$; $h \leftarrow b$;
3: \hspace{1em} while true do
4: \hspace{2em} $X[h] = \{ p^i_h | i \in X \}$;
5: \hspace{2em} $\hat{E}[j] \leftarrow$ the MBR of the set $X[h]$;
6: \hspace{2em} if width($\hat{E}[j]$) $>$ $r$ then
7: \hspace{3em} $k \leftarrow j - 1$; $t \leftarrow h - 1$; break;
8: \hspace{2em} end if
9: \hspace{2em} $j \leftarrow j + 1$; $h \leftarrow h + 1$;
10: \hspace{1em} end while
11: \hspace{1em} return $\hat{P} = (\langle \hat{E}[1], \ldots, \hat{E}[k] \rangle, b, t)$;
12: end procedure

Computation of the REVP and its cover sets

In Algorithm 12, we present the algorithm GetLongestEVP that computes the longest and most specific envelope pattern $P = \text{CEVP}(X, b, r)$ for a core set $X$. In what follows, we denote by $\text{CEVP}(X, b, r)$ the flock pattern that the procedure GetLongestEVP($X, b, r$) returns. At line 5 of Algorithm 13, the algorithm computes $P = \text{CEVP}(X, b, r)$ using the subprocedure GetLongestEVP. At line 8, the algorithm computes the cover set $L = \text{Cov}_S(E)$ by simply scanning all of $m$ trajectories one by one in $O(k)$ time per trajectory. These computations take $O(km)$ time.
Checking anti-monotone constraint

At line 6, the algorithm checks if the obtained pattern \( P \) satisfies the minimum length constraint \( k \). The next lemma says that the pruning of the current core set \( X \) with \( r \) and \( k \) is sound and does not lose any successful branches.

**Lemma 21.** Let \( s \in [1..n] \). Let \( X_i \subseteq \emptyset \) and \( P_i = \text{CEVP}(X_i, b, r) \) for every \( i = 1, 2 \). Then, we have:

(a) \( X_1 \subseteq X_2 \) implies \( \text{width}(P_1) \leq \text{width}(P_2) \).

(b) \( X_1 \subseteq X_2 \) implies \( \text{len}(P_1) \geq \text{len}(P_2) \).

**Proof.** The lemma follows from the property that \( X_1 \subseteq X_2 \) implies \( \text{EVP}_S(X_1) \subseteq \text{EVP}_S(X_2) \).

Checking monotone constraint and duplicate detection

At line 9, the algorithm checks the frequency constraint \( m \) of \( P \) and the duplicate detection for \( P \). Since two distinct core sets \( X_1, X_2 \) can generate the same EVP \( P \), explicit test for duplicates is required by using a hash table \( HM \) that stores all discovered EVPs \( P \) with the unique key \((\text{start}(P), \text{Cov}_S(P))\) for \( P \). Note that the above tests cannot prune the descendants since these constraints are not anti-monotone unlike those for \( r \) and \( k \).

### 5.1.2 Conversion of REVPs to RSFPs

According to lemma 4, we could compute size-maximal flock patterns from EVPs. Algorithm 14 shows the process of the computation. The second line and 3th line show the initialization for ID set \( I \) and trajectory set \( X' \). From the 4th line to the 6th line,
Algorithm 13 A DFS algorithm that recursively searches for REVPs with start time $b$

in $C\mathcal{E}V\mathcal{P}(b)$

1: procedure RecDFM($X, b, \ell, m, S, \Theta, HM$)

2: $(r, k, m, \Delta) \leftarrow \Theta;$

3: for $i \leftarrow \ell + 1, \ldots, m$ do

4: $Y \leftarrow X \cup \{i\};$ //Expanding a core set.

5: $P \leftarrow \text{GetLongestEVP}(Y, b, r);$ 

6: if $P\.\text{length} < k$ then

7: continue; //Prune descendants by $k$

8: $L \leftarrow \text{Cov}_S(P);$ 

9: if $|L| \geq m$ and $HM[(s, L)] = \bot$ then

10: Output $P$ as an answer;

11: $HM[(s, L)] \leftarrow P;$

12: end if

13: RecDFM($Y, i, m, S, \Theta, HM$);

14: end for

15: end procedure
the algorithm computes range query from $R_b$ to $R_e$ to get the trajectory ID sets. Then it computes the intersection between the last result ID set $I$ and the range query result ID set computed this time. From the 7th line to the 9th line, the algorithm gets all trajectories from database $S$ by using the ID set $I$. Finally, it outputs the result $(X', [b, e])$.

5.2 Analysis

Combining the above arguments, we give the correctness and the complexity of our main algorithm. Let $M$ be the output size, i.e., the number of REVPs in $S$ as solutions and $N$ be the number of all core sets $X$ that RecDFM examined. Clearly, $M \leq N \leq T2^n$.

Theorem 6 (main theorem). The algorithm DFM of Alg. 11 correctly finds all $s$ $P \in C\hat{E}VP$ in $S$ such that $\text{width}(P) \leq r$, $\text{len}(P) \geq k$, and $\text{freq}(P) \geq m$ without duplicates in $O(kmN)$ time and $O(kM)$ space.

Unfortunately, DFM is not a depth-first search algorithm in strict sense as in [96] since we cannot make complete pruning by length constraint and duplicate detection. To cope with this, the algorithm uses a hash table $HM$ to avoid duplicates, but it still generates $N$ candidate core sets. Due to this fact, the algorithm does not have output-polynomial time complexity. Furthermore, since the hash table stores $M$ entries, it may require exponential space in the worst case.

5.3 Experiments

Finally, we report preliminary computational experiments to examine basic properties of the proposed algorithm DFM on real trajectory dataset.
Algorithm 14 The algorithm that computes size-maximal flock pattern $P' = (X', [b, e])$

from EVP $P = (E, b, e)$ in database $S$, where $E = \langle R_b, \ldots, R_e \rangle$ and $freq_S(P) > 0$.

1: procedure EVPTOFP($P, S$) 
2: \hspace{1em} $I \leftarrow ID(S)$ \hspace{2em} $\triangleright$ $I$ is a trajectory ID set 
3: \hspace{1em} $X' \leftarrow \phi$ \hspace{2em} $\triangleright$ $X'$ is a trajectory set 
4: \hspace{1em} for $i \leftarrow b, \ldots, e$ do \hspace{2em} for $i \in I$ do 
5: \hspace{2em} $I \leftarrow U.Range(R_i) \cap I$ \hspace{2em} $X' \leftarrow X' \cup \{s_i \in S\}$ 
6: \hspace{2em} end for \hspace{2em} end for 
7: \hspace{1em} for all $i \in I$ do \hspace{2em} Output: $(X', [b, e])$ 
8: \hspace{1em} $X' \leftarrow X' \cup \{s_i \in S\}$ 
9: \hspace{1em} end for 
10: \hspace{1em} end procedure
5.3.1 Data

We used GPS trajectory dataset collected in Microsoft Research Asia, *GeoLife* project, consisting of 12,034 GPS-trajectories obtained from 165 pedestrians in 30 cities including Beijing from April 2007 to August 2009, containing over 18 million points in 795MB. As test data, we selected a small subset consisting of 80 trajectories with average length from 3 to 4 points, whose total size are 316 points in 14KB.

5.3.2 Methods

We implemented our algorithm **DFM** in C++ and compiled by g++ of GNU, version 4.5.3. We used a PC (Intel Core i7 CPU, 2.80GHz, 8GB of RAM) running Windows 7.

5.3.3 Results

In Fig. 5.1, we show the result on the running time (left) and memory usage (right) by varying the input size. We observed that the running time increases as the input size increases, and we did not observe any clear dependency of memory usage on the input size. For example, the algorithm took 130 sec for finding six patterns in 80 trajectories. Hence, the current implementation is quite slow, and will take much time for large data sets.

In Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3, and Fig. 5.4, we show the results on the running time (left) and the number of solutions (right) by varying the minimum frequency $m$, the maximum width $r$, and the minimum length $k$, respectively. In these figures, we first saw that the algorithm discovered from zero to six patterns in the data set depending on the values of parameters $m$, $r$, and $k$ as expected. In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 with varying $r$, and $k$, we observed that the running time is almost proportional to the number of solutions.
Fig. 5.2 with varying $m$, we did not observe such dependency.

5.4 Discussion

The above behavior of our algorithm was similar to other transaction data mining algorithms [66, 96]. By inspection, a large portion of running time was consumed in computing cover sets and duplicate detection, which is partly a reason of the large computation time of the current implementation of our algorithm DFM.
Figure 5.1: Running time and memory against input size

Figure 5.2: Running time against minimum frequency
Figure 5.3: Running time against maximum width

Figure 5.4: Running time against minimum length
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary of the results

In this thesis, we presented the definitions of basic notions about trajectory data. And we defined problems of mining trajectory data. We would like to find useful information for traffic, sightseeing and any field which is related with geography information by mining trajectory data. Then we gave algorithms that solve these problems. These algorithms could find the patterns efficiently without redundant and duplicate patterns. The real data experiments showed that our trajectory data study is useful and interesting.

In Chapter 3, we focused on pattern-growth approach for the problem of finding all \((r,k)\)-flock patterns \(((r,k)\)-FPs), where our purpose is to make complete mining of all patterns that satisfy a given constraint in an input database. For the purpose, we developed our algorithm FPM for completing mining of FPs [10], the first pure pattern-growth style algorithm. Particularly, this chapter focuses on two extensions of FPM, called RFPM and FPM-MG. The former RFPM finds the class of, called rightward length-maximal flock patterns (RFP), while the latter FPM-MG uses speed-up technique using a geometric index [10]. We implemented the basic and the improved algorithms above based on pattern-growth mining approach. To evaluate these extensions, we then ran
experiments on implanted synthesis datasets. Experiments demonstrate that both of extensions significantly improve on the efficiency of the original algorithm FPM in a wide range of parameter settings. We also ran the real data experiment on typhoon trajectory data. According to the completeness of the algorithm FPM-MG and the result that there are 10 RFPs found from all combinations of all trajectory data, we could affirm that there are only 10 RFPs which the width is no more than 200km and the length is longer than 90 hours. Since FPM-MG could find all RFPs from 320 typhoon trajectory data, it is useful for real trajectory data.

In Chapter 4, we presented a variety of depth-first mining algorithms for the maximal-duration $r$-flock pattern enumeration problem. The maximal-duration $r$-flock pattern is two side extension longest pattern. Thus, shorter patterns could not be included in the longest patterns. As a result, the number of patterns is fewer. We introduced the algorithm FPM-MP. It finds all maximal-duration $r$-flock patterns ($r$-MFPs) in $O(dkn)$ time per pattern $P$ using $O(dm^2)$ additional space. We also showed that a modified algorithm FPM-MG with practical speed-up technique using spatial indexes. By simple average-case analysis, it finds all $r$-MFPs in $O(dk)$ time per pattern on average using $O(n \log^{d-1} n)$ space and $O(N \log^d n)$ preprocessing for databases of uniform randomly generated transactions when the density of points and radius parameter are constant. We could extend the above results to $L_2$-metric for any fixed dimension $d = O(1)$. Since the time per solution is exact, but not amortized, the algorithms have polynomial delay and space complexity in the input size. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result concerning to such polynomial delay and space algorithms for complete mining of maximal-duration flock patterns in a trajectory database for every $d \geq 2$.

Finally, we ran experiments on synthetic data to compare the efficiency of the pro-
posed algorithms and the previous flock pattern mining algorithm BFE (Vieira et al. [91]) for non-maximal-duration flock patterns. The results showed that the introduction of maximal-duration patterns and speed-up techniques were effective to improve the performance, and that the proposed algorithms were much faster than BFE and our basic versions.

In Chapter 5, we introduced the rightward size-maximal flock patterns from trajectory data and studied a mining problem for the class rightward size-maximal and length-maximal flock patterns (RSFPs). We also introduced its equivalent representation, called rightward length-maximal envelope patterns (REVP).

An REVP is composed of a list of minimum bounding rectangles and a time interval. We could compute RSFPs from REVPs. And REVP is convenient to find size-maximal flock patterns. With the definition of REVP, there could be potentially infinitely many similar patterns for the continuous nature of space domain. To overcome this problem, we presented a procedure that recovers a rightward longest, and most-specific EVP from the current candidate of its cover set. As a main result, we presented an efficient algorithm DFM that, given maximum width $\theta$, minimum length $\ell$, and minimum frequency $\sigma$, finds all length-maximal REVPs with width $\leq \theta$, length $\geq \ell$, and frequency $\geq \sigma$ in a trajectory database. In addition, we presented an algorithm that converts a discovered REVP into the equivalent RSFP. Consequently, the algorithm combines depth-first search, efficient closure computation, and hash-based duplication check to achieve complete mining of all RSFPs.
6.2 Discussion and future researches

We proposed flock pattern and mining algorithms on trajectory datasets. However, there are many more applications in traditional data mining. Therefore it would be interesting to present another applications for trajectory data mining.

Until now, our algorithms require that the length and the time interval of trajectory data in database should be same. We plan to improve our algorithms to reduce the preprocess on trajectory data. Then we could run our algorithms on real trajectory data of GPS sensor or others. We also plan to extend our algorithms to process three dimension or high dimension data.

To get more useful information for sightseeing, shopping and traffic management, we would study new pattern on trajectory data. For example, we are also interested in the trajectory data which perform the similar form. Since many trajectory data comes from GPS sensors or weather radars, we would design on-line algorithms in order to find patterns from real-time data. Especially, we could add the temporal property to new pattern.

In order to develop more applications, we plan to run our algorithms on real trajectory data sets. For big size data sets, we would like to design parallel algorithms to speed up. Or we could use cloud server such as Hadoop, to speed up our algorithms. In addition, we plan to run our algorithms through spatial database. Spatial database always supports spatial index and range query. This would simplify our algorithms.

We also plan to extend our flock pattern research. We have studied spatial feature of flock pattern. As trajectory data is temporal-spatial data, we would focus on the temporal feature of flock pattern. For example, we could care about the time when flock patterns form.
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